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In this Issue
productfor
released
itsfirstnetworking
HPcomputSinceHewlett-Packard
ers in 1973,the worldhasbecomesteadilymoredependent
on computing,
morecomplex.Instead
and the computerworldhas becomeconsiderably
systems,
of one computerproductline,HP now has HP 3000commercial
workstations,
HP 1000real-time
automation
systems,HP9000engineering
personal
VectraandTouchscreen
computers,
the Integral
andPortablePlus
portablecomputers,
and handheldcomputers
and calculators.
Othermanufacturers'
offeringsaresimilarlydiverse.
Computeruserstodaywant to be able to choosethe best productsfor
the job, and they want those products to fit easily into networks. Users are demandingthat
manufacturersprovideextensivenetworkingcapabililies,not only betweentheir own products,
but alsowith othermanufacturers'machines.Successin this effortdemandsworldwidestandards.
An importantstep towards bringingorder to the variety of manufacturers,communicationlinks,
protocols,and applicationsis the ReferenceModel for Open Systems Interconnectionof the
InternationalOrganizationfor Standardization,published in 1983 and now adopted by many
countries.
In this issue, networkdesignersfrom several HP divisionstell us about their cont'ributions
to
HP's overallnetworkingscheme.On page 4, you'll find a statementof HP policyon the ISO OSI
model, and on page 6 a descriptionof HP AdvanceNet,which is HP's strategyfor providing
networkservicesin today's diverse environment.The articleson pages 11,22, and 28 discuss
HP AdvanceNet-compatible
network services products for HP 3000, HP 1000, and HP 9000
Computers,respectively.HP's implementations
of two industrystandards-the IEEE802.3/Ethernet local area network standard and AT&T InformationSystem's Digital MultiplexedInterface
standardfor PBXs-are describedin the articleson pages 18 and 41, respectively.On page 36
is a discussionof HP capabilitieswith respectto CCITT RecommendationX.25, an emerging
standard for packet switched wide area networks.
What you won't find in this issue is any descriptionof the extensivenetworkingservicesfor
HP's personaland portablecomputers.There'sjust no way to cover the entire networkingarea
in one issue. So take this issue as a snapshotof one portionof this complex,rapidlyevolving
subjectat one momentin time.Evenin this limitedviewthere'sa clearmessage.The manufacturers
are listeningand the customerwill be served.
-R. P. Dolan

Cover
A representationof a wide area networklinkingfancifulcities.

What's Ahead
The coversubjectin the Novemberissuewill be the improvements
in millimeter-wave
device
performance
madepossibleby molecularbeamepitaxy.Boththe technology
and somedevice
applications
are discussed
in fourseparatearticles.Fouradditional
articlesdiscussapplications
of expertsystemsto configuring
and troubleshooting
HP computersystemsand peripherals.
Predictive
supportsoftware,whichalertsservicepersonnelto problemsin HP 3000 systems
beforetheycausesystemcrashes,is the subjectof anotherarticle.
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and the Open Systems
Hewlett-Packard
ReferenceModel
Interconnection
ModelofthelnternationalOrganization
TheOSIReference
is seen as the mostsignificanttool for
for Standardization
meeting HP'scusfomers'needs.
by GertrudeG. Reusserand DonaldC. Loughry
EWLETT-PACKARD RECOGNIZESthat customers
have an urgent need to configure communication
systemsusing componentsfrom various manufacturers that are compatible with each other. This means that
usersmust be able to build simple or iomplex information
networks by choosingthe fest componentsfor them, regardIessof who made those cortrponents,and have all those components communicate correctly and effectively with each
other. How are we as an industry achieving this objective?
In the mid-t970s, the American National StandardsInstitute began to answer that question by defining open systems. They concluded that systemsare open to each other
by virtue of using standard protocols. For systemsto be
open to one another worldwide, these standardsneed to
be globally accepted.
Communication takes place between open systems by
transferring data among peer application processesof distinct end systems.This meansthat a user who has a set of
equipment will be able to communicatewith anotheruser
who has any other set of equipment if both users adhere
to the standard protocols.
The ISO OSI Model
Because of the global nature of this requirement, the
International Organization for Standardization (ISOJpicked
up the effort on a worldwide scale in 7977. A Reference
Model for Open SystemsInterconnection (OSD was developed and was published in 1983 (DocumentIS 7498).
Although there had been many standardsdevelopmentactivities around the world since the early 1960s,until this
point there had been no mastet planned approach that
would make it possible for all aspectsof open systemsto
be addressedand coordinated.
All of the major western countries, including their defensedepartments,havenow committedthemselvesto OSI.
Every year more countriesare joining the effort to develop
and commit to OSI protocols.The momentum toward open
systemsvia OSI and toward multivendor systemsis strong,
and for good reason.OSI is the first major step in the direction of a global open systemsenvironment.
OSI startswith a framework that organizesall intersystem
communication functions into functional layers. Specific
protocolsthat perform the functions assignedto eachlayer
are developedwithin this structure.When all of theseprotocols are stable,any organizationthat wants to have open
systems can achieve them by implementing these global
protocols.
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Fig. 1 shows the overall structure of the model and the
names and numbers of the layers.
The primary concern of the application layer (7J is the
semanticsof the application. The main purposeof the presentation layer (6) is to allow application processesto be
independent of differencesin datarepresentation.The session layer (5) provides the mechanismsfor organizingand
structuringthe interactionsbetweenapplication processes.
The purposeof the transportlayer (4) is to provide transparent transfer of data between end systems. The network
layer (3)providesindependencefrom the datatransfertechnology and relaying and routing considerations.The purpose of the data link layer (2) is to provide the functional
and procedural means to transfer data between network
entities and to detect and possibly correct errorsthat may
occur in the physical layer. The physical layer (1Jhas assigned to it those functions (mechanical, electrical, and
procedural)that areneededto accessthe physicalmedia.
Important strides are being made and important lessons
are being learned in using the OSI protocols even though
the cunent standards are not perfect and complete. The
information gained in the implementation and long-term
use of thesestandardswill permit the completion and continuing improvement of these protocols.
OSI and HP
HP has carefully consideredthe importance of the OSI
family of protocols in achieving multivendor systemsfor
our customers.As a result, the company has made a firm
commitment to having multivendor systemsbecomea reality. We believe that the implementation of the OSI standards is the most important step toward achieving communicating systemsthat are practical, cost-effective,efficient, and reliable.
While the costs of OSI standards definition, development, implementation, and use (i.e., the overhead costs)
are high, the long-term benefits are substantial. These benefits include the following:
r The existenceof interconnection standardsand the inevitable evolution of the quality of these standards
r Replacementof layer protocolscan be done in a modular
fashion, without affecting other protocols or layers
r Multiple protocols can be used, depending on need, for
added performanceand flexibility.
HP is now delivering initial OSI products, and will, in
the next two years,be introducing many additional, specific products for the manufacturing and office automation
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markets, domestically and in Europe. We are convinced
that by the end of the decade, there will be a significant
number of globally open systems, and in the early 1990s,
practical multivendor systems will be the norm rather than
the exception.
To reach that goal, HP is taking an active part in the
process of further developing these standards while implementing them and developing action plans for the conversion of applicable current non-OSI products to OSI
products. (For more details, see article on HP AdvanceNet,
page6.)
HP has taken the lead in some areas of standards development, such as OSI BB02/2(Logical Link Control) and BB02/3
(Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection).
HP is also participating actively in the development of
many other standards for all areas of OSI, including network management, directory service, and the network,
presentation, and application layers.
HP was a founding member and is now a senior research
member of the Corporation for Open Systems (COS), a consortium of all major North American vendors and many
users of networks. COS is promoting the acceleration of
standards development and implementation and will be
performing certification of products as being proper implementations of OSI protocols. The HP commitment to
support multivendor systems through the implementation
and use of OSI networking standards and protocols is expressed and affirmed in a recent statement by John Doyle,
Executive Vice President: "The adoption of national and
international networking standards throughout the computer and communication industries is essential for transparent connectivity among open systems, thus enabling
effective end user access to a broad spectrum of useroriented applications. HP, in response to real and expressed
customer needs, is committed to contributing to the birth
and evolution of appropriate international OSI networking
standards."
The alternatives to the OSI approach are not supportive
of reaching the essential goal of open systems. One alternative is to develop our own protocols to obtain very lean,
very efficient network performance. This approach is
clearly contrary to the multivendor interconnection capability that our customers need. On the other hand, the
implementation of other proprietary protocols would not

Fig. 1. fhe Open Systemslnterconnection Reference Model of
the lnternational Organization for
Standardization.

allow for a broad-basedmultivendor solution. When specific gatewaysto other proprietary protocolsare neededby
specific customers, we will develop such solutions, as
appropriate.
Cooperationamong vendors on neutral territory, such as
the standardsdevelopment arena,is essentialfor the best
quality of products in the industry and, therefore,for serving the larger good.
Experience with OSI
Many organizaticinsin Europehaveimplementedvarious
OSI standardssince 1983. Their experiencehas been that
the results do not come immediately or easily,but that the
standardsare effective toward achieving open systems.In
the U.S.A.,the ManufacturingAutomation Protocol (MAP)
and the Technical and Office Protocols(TOP)arebasedon
the OSI standards and are being used satisfactorily. As
more and more of these protocols are widely used, they
can more effectively be refined to make them work as intended.
In luly 1984,HP participated with other major manufacturers in an "Open Systems Interconnection Demonstration" sponsoredjointly by the U.S.A. National Bureau
of Standards, General Motors Corporation, and Boeing
Computer ServicesCorporation at the National Computer
Conference.This demonstrationhelped convincethe world
that OSI does exist, the OSI protocols are implementable,
and they do work as advertised.Included in this successful
event were the use of OSI protocols 8BO2l2,BB02/3,and
B\ozl4 (Token Bus), the ISO Class 4 Transport protocol,
and an extended subsetof the ISO File Transfer Protocol.
In November 1985, HP participated in Autofact, a larger
demonstration of the same type, with more participants.
In this event, additional functions were demonstrated,including a bridge betweenBB02/3and BB0zl+and communication between the previously mentioned OSI protocols
and X.25 networks.
HP Strategy
HP announced the AdvanceNet strategy(seepage 6) in
1985 as the mechanism to implement the OSI protocols.
This architecturalstrategyis designedto havethe necessary
flexibility to accommodatea variety of protocols and to
allow an orderly conversion to the OSI protocols as they
continue to emerge.
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HP AdvanceNet:A Growth-Oriented
ComputerNetworkingArchitectural
Strategy
/SOOS/model, HPAdvanceNet
Basedon theseven-layer
oldandnewprotocolsinthesamenetwork,
accommodates
andprovidesease
ensuresmigrationpathsfonewsystems,
of useand transparency.
by RobertJ. Carlson,Atul Garg,Arie Scope,Craig Wassenberg,and Lyle A. Weiman
IVEN BOTH today's diverse communications environment and tomorrow's promised changes, the
task of developing a comprehensive networking

strategy can be extremely challenging for a computer manufacturer. Using a variety of protocols, run over a variety
of link types, to support a variety of applications, today's
customerswant to interconnecta variety of machinesproduced by a variety of manufacturers.The communications
software required to meet today's needs is quite complex;
tomorrow's software will likely be even more so. Perhaps
the main reason for the increasedcomplexity will be the
need for tomorrow's networks to support both "old" and
"new" protocols. Old protocols refer to those protocols
currently in use, be they proprietary (e.g.,IBM's SNA), or
international standards (e.g., X.25). New protocols here
refer primarily to the emergingindustry standards,national
standards, and international standards, but also to any
proprietary protocolsthat customersor vendorsmight now
be inventing. Often the literature on protocols seemsto
imply that somehow the old protocols will merely wither
and vanish when the new standardsfinally do emerge'Unfortunately, this appearsan unlikely scenariofor a variety
of reasons.We believe that "old" softwareneither dies nor
fades away, The highest performance in protocols is
achieved only when the needs are very narrowly defined.
Conversely,satisfyinga wide variety of userneedsinvolves
some sacrifice in performance.Therefore,we can expect
that there will continue to be network applications whose
performancerequirementscan only be satisfiedby specialpurpose protocols (i.e., nonstandard).
Some customerswill not buy new hardware or software
unless it is compatible with the gear they already own.
They don't always believe that new is necessarilybetter,
and they frequently are unwilling to changeapplications
that already work.
Furthermore,there are often customersthat, while they
may want to upgrade their networks with new hardware
or software, can't becauseof logistical problems. A customer with an automatedfactory floor, for example,might
be unwilling to shut down long enough to equip all the
nodes controlling production with new protocol software.
And there is always the possibility that the old protocols
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will perform better than the new protocols.
We conclude from all of this that the single most important feature of present-generationnetwork architectures is
multiprotocol support.
Hewlett-Packardhas been in the computer networking
business since 1973 and has installed more than 30,000
computer-basednodes in networked configurationssince
then. At present,HP networks rely mostly on proprietary
protocols. However, in October 1981, HP announced its
strong support for interconnection of multivendor computer systemsthrough compatibility with the Open Systems Interconnection(OSIJReferenceModel of the International Organizationfor Standardization(ISO).
Objectives
To implement this support, HP has undertaken a major
effort to developnew networking softwareproductsaccording to the OSI model, yet to retain the same end-usernetwork servicesthat existed before. This new architectural
strategyis called HP AdvanceNet.
The objectivesfor these projects are:
Implementation Based on the OSI Reference Model. This
is the cornerstonefor the other objectives.
Flexible Architecture. This feature permits the exchange
and interpretation of information, and the sharing of resources between HP's different computer families: HP
1000s,HP 3000s,HP 9000s,and HP personalcomputers.
These machines vary widely in processorspeed,memory
capacity, and software operating environment'
Flexible architecturealso providesthe capability to interconnect networks that may differ markedly. The lower
layers may, for example, interconnect a high-speedIEEE
802 local area network and a long-distanceX.25 network.
The middle layers allow interconnection of nodes with
different protocols, like TCPAPand ISO class4, and so on
for the other layers.The architectureshould support several
protocols in every layer.
In place today are networks employing a wide variety of
protocol families. This condition will persist for the
foreseeablefuture. Implementations based upon Xerox
XNS, DARPA TCP/IP, Ethernet, SNA, and a plethora of
other proprietary LANs exist now, and newly standard-

ized alternatives (such as IEEE 802) will be added without making the others simply go away. Many customers
will expect newly purchased equipment to operateusefully
in such an old/new environment.
Emerging international standardsare also not converging
into one simple protocol architecture. They offer many new
alternatives, such as five classesof transport, two network
convergence protocols, etc., and thus offer the user more
choices,but these choices do not immediately replacethe
old ones.The picture becomesmore complicated,not less.
We firmly agreethat this variety is justified by legitimate
customerneeds,and that the proper responseis to choose
an architecturethat supportsit ratherthan one that restrictsit.
HP has made a major objective of this point, and it deservessome explanation. HP believes that the modification
of protocols will continue. We also believe that one set of
protocols will not satisfy all customers' environments.
Some environments will need flexibility and comprehensive serviceswhile others will need high performance.This
implies different protocols in the higber as well as the
lower OSI layers.
One monolithic implementation of a specific set of protocols will not satisfy this objective.
An Assured Migration Path. Since HP has a large installed
base that needs either to upgrade or to coexist with the
new architectural strategy, this objective is an important
one. Also. the architecture has to be able to accommodate
future upgrades, in light of HP's commitment to support
emerging standards. An architecture that allows for continuous evolution is a must. Most of the other implementations in the industry allow only the upgradeoption, and
cannot accommodateold nodesin the network. We believe
that old applications using the old network servicesshould
not have to be rewritten, and they should use the same
interface to the new architecture.
Ease ofUse and Tr^rsparency. One aspect of easeof use
is that a node, or an end user of a node, should not need
to reconfigure its view of the network whenever the network changesand a new node or new protocols are added.
The optimal case is that the node needs to know just its
own name and the protocols it supports.It does not need
to know other nodes' addressesand their supported protocols.
Users need not be aware of the protocols their node is
using. Transparency means that names are completely independent of addresses,and named resources can be
moved within the network without modifying the application programs.
HP AdvanceNet Architectural Strategy
HP AdvanceNet supports communications networks by
distributing the intelligence among the various network
elements. The intent of this network architecture is to provide a foundation for present and future development of
data communications products within HP. In its layered
approach, it provides a common network or protocol for
exchange of data and a wide range of communications activities. It also increasesthe compatibility betweenvarious
HP product lines, giving better performance and shorter
development cycles.
The layer structure conforms to the basic principles of

the ISO OSI ReferenceModel. Fig. 1 shows the correspondencebetween HP AdvanceNet layers and the ISO layers.
Such a layered approach allows for simple growth and
enhancement in the future, since new capabilities can be
added to one layer without requiring a redesign of the other
layers. This flexibility will permit HP to take advantageof
new data communication standards as they emerge,without altering the applications or the interface to the users.
In the functional description that follows, the modules
described are product independent. The list is for illustrative purposesand does not include all of the modules in
HP AdvanceNet.
Application-Layer Modules (Network Services)
Network File Transfer (NFT) Protocol. NFT defines a standard interchange format that permits files to be exchanged
between all types of FIP computer families and desktop
systems. The standard interchange format can represent
files from many different operating systems,such as AT&T
Bell Laboratories' UNIX'", HP's MPE and RTE, or Digital
Equipment Corporation'sVMS.
Virtual Terminal [VT) Protocol. VT allows a program to
accessa remote terminal of similar type as if it were a local
terminal. It provides a consistent terminal operating environment to an application program regardlessof the actual
terminal driver or the terminal-host operating system.
Remote File Access (RFA) and Remote Data Base Access
(RDBA) Protocols. This module allows a program to gain
accessto files, peripheral devices, and data basesin remote
systems as easily as on the local system.
Network Interprocess Communication (NetIPC).NetIPC is
a generic interface to the protocols of various layers. It is
protocol independent, and it is not an application-layer
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Fig. 1. Protocolscurrently implemented in the HP AdvanceNetarchitecture,with coffesponding ISOOpen Syslems/nterconnection Reference Model layers.
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protocol in terms of the ISO OSI ReferenceModel. It is
included herefor simplicity. NetIPCprovidesa rendezvous
facility and a facility in which processescan exchangedata
and control information. Both these servicesare provided
locally and remotely in a transparentfashion. NetIPC also
provides naive users,as well as system users,a consistent
interface to the transport services.
Remote Process Management (RPM). RPM allows a program to create or terminate a remote process.
Address Resolution (AR)
Address Resolutionprovides user control of, and access
to, addressesand configuration parameters.Access to all
transport-layerand lower-layer modules is possible. Services provided by AR can be accessedby network-layer
modules and applications (possibly through NetIPC).AR
resolvesnamesof objectsinto information about those objects. The most important information is location information (namely addresses),and the mapping of name to address is done dynamically.
Transport-Layer Modules
ARPA Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).TCP provides
end-to-endreliable connection-orientedserviceswith flow
control and multiplexing. TCP relieves the users of any
concern with the detailed way in which reliable and cost-effective transfer of data is achieved. It is intended to be used
in associationwith connectionlessnetwork protocols(such
as ARPA IP) which do not provide mechanisms for detecting duplicate, lost, or out-of-sequencepackets. Applications that require in-sequence, reliable data transfer (such
as file transfer,electronic mail, etc.) should use TCP.
Packet Exchange Protocol (PXP). PXP provides acknowledged service (request/reply). Requests are retried if the
reply is not received in time. Reception of duplicate requests is not suppressed.PXP would be used by applications that require acknowledgmentsfor receiving their messages,where duplication of requestsis either taken care of
elsewhereor is not a problem for the application.
Network-Layer Modules
ARPA Internet Protocol (IP). IP provides connectionless
routing of user data to its final destination. It provides
fragmentation/reassemblyand internetting capability, When
a packetarrivesat a node,the IP internet addressis checked
to seeif the packet is for that particular node. If it is, then
the messagemay have to be reassembledbefore the packet
can be given to TCP. If the destination addressindicates
that the packet has to be forwarded, it is given to the appropriate subnetwork module which determines the address
for the final destination or intermediate gateway. If necessary, the packet is fragmented and forwarded to the appropriate node.
X.25 Packet Level. This module provides connectionsto
systems through public or private packet switched networks (PSNs).X.25 packet level provides both permanent
and switched virtual circuits. It provides mechanismsfor
call establishmentand call clearing, multiplexing, procedures for resetting and restarting, and flow control. This
protocol is usedover a LAP-B datalink to interfaceto a PSN'
Router. The router provides store-and-forward capability
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among HP machines.The router provides connectionless
datatransfer,messagesegmentation,error control, addressing, and routing. The protocol is functionally quite similar
to IP, and it is used betweenHP systemsover point-to-point
networks.
Data-Link-Layer Modules
IEEE8o2.This implementsthe IEEEStandard802.2Logical
Link Control (LLC) and IEEE Standard 802.3 CSMA/CD
Media Access Control Protocols.
LAP-B. This module provides connection-orienteddata
link service.
BSC. This is the connection-orientedBisync (conversational Bisync on the HP 3000 and HP 1000) protocol. BSC
is being supportedon somesystemsfor backward compatibility only.
Ilesign Considerations
The OSI ReferenceModel and the different protocols
used in its implementation leave design objectivesunfulfilled. Some of the issues that were faced and how they
were resolved are discussedin this and the following sections of this paper.
As previously stated, one of the design objectives was
to allow interconnection of nodes with different protocols
in the different layers. Fig 2 shows examplesof multiple
protocols that might be encountered in various layers.
One measure of a flexible network architecture is its
ability to absorb changesat lower protocol layers without
requiring correspondingchangesto application layers. In
theory, the protocols of a layered architecture should be
modularly replaceable,but in practicesuch modularity can
be difficult to achieve becauseof differencesin address
formats, supported serviceoptions, etc. One step taken by
the HP AdvanceNet architecture to support layer modularity is the provision by NetIPC of a generic interface to the
transport-level(OSI level 4) protocols.
NetIPC users (applications,processes)accesstransport
servicesthrough communication endpoints called sockets.
The most commonly used kind of socket is the connectionoriented variety. Having created a socket on one system,
an IPC user can connect that socket to one on another
system. Data can be transfened in full-duplex mode be-
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Fig.2. Examplesof multiple protocolsthat might be encountered in various OSI layers.

tween connected sockets. Transmitted data is guaranteed
to be delivered reliably and in sequence. This kind of service can be supported by a variety of protocols: TCP, OSI
level 4, NBS level 4, etc.
On a system supporting multiple-protocol "stacks," a
socket might be bound to any of several different connection-oriented protocols. In being bound, such a socket is
assigned an address (such as a TCP port number or an OSI
level 4 service access point) where its owner can listen for
incoming connection requests. The socket can become connected via any of the protocols to which it is bound.
NetIPC users can name the sockets that they own. The
socket's name and path report are then registered in a data
base called the socket registry. The path report describes
the complete set of protocols and addresses through which
connections can be formed to the socket. NetIPC users then
specify by name the sockets to which they want to connect.
Upon receiving a connection request, NetIPC attempts to
resolve the name of the target socket by querying the socket
registry. If the name is found to be registered, the path
report associated with it will be returned. The path report
contains enough information so that an NetPC rur:ning on
one machine can figure out which protocols and addresses
to use to access a particular socket on another machine.
Protocols are defined to provide this information dynamically, without requiring the use of well-known addresses.
Because NetIPC is merely an interface and not a protocol,
it is still possible for an NetIPC user to communicate with
users on machines that do not support NetIPC and/or the
socket registry. Any interface that provides equivalent access to the communication endpoints of a system's transport protocols can be used at the remote end. If a target
system does not support the socket registry, NetIPC users
at the initiating end of a connection have two options.
Either they can specify which protocols and addresses
should be used to access the remote system, or they can
have their system manager configure proxy entries in the
socket registry. Neither solution is ideal, but they both
work.

Path Reports
To achievethe objectiveof flexible architecture,two concepts were introduced: path report and addressresolution
registry, which includes the socket registry.
Within this context, a path is a course that a message
might take through the protocols of a node. A path report
is a data structure that describesall of the possible paths
by which a particular protocol or application service can
be accessedon a particular node. In Fig. 3, for example,
two paths are:

heuristics to discover the best path. The heuristic procedure first eliminates paths that include protocols not supported in its node. Then a figure of merit is assignedto the
remaining candidates.After choosingthepath, the information is retained in memory for future use. Somevariations
of a standardcan alsobe accommodatedin a path report.
The path report concept has the following advantages:
r It allows the addition of new protocols as they become
availablewithout the need to reconfigurethe entire network.
It also meetsthe ease-of-useobiective,since it does not
require the configuring of path reports on every node.
It enables old-architecture nodes to participate in the
same network with new-architecturenodes. as will be
explained later.

Resolution
Name-to-Address
As mentionedpreviously,NetIPCusersuse namesto
reference remote sockets. These names consist of two major
parts: a socket name and a socket registry name. The socket
name part is the name actually bound to the socket. The
socket registry name part is the name of the socket registry
in which the socket name has been registered.
When queried with a socket name that it knows about,
a socket registry will reply with the path report that describes how the socket can be accessed. The path report is
not tailored in any way for the client that issued the query.
It is always up to the client to decide which information
in a path report is most relevant.
An interesting problem arises when a client wishes to
query a remote registry: the client must decide which protocols to use for the transaction. Since the socket registries
themselves sit atop NetIPC sockets, this means that determining viable query-transaction protocols boils down to a
problem of obtaining the path report for the desired registry's socket. Special registries called nodal registries have
been created to store path reports describing how to access
a network's socket registries (and other well-known network services as well). Having nodal registries that contain
information about a network's socket registries helps to
minimize the amount of configuration input required for
each network node. Rather than having to be told where
all the socket registries are, a node need only be told where
one (or possibly a few) nodal registries are.
Migration
To achieve the objective of assured migration to the new
architecture. it was decided that the same interface to net-

Path 1: NFT,NeIIPC,TCP,IP,X,25
Path 2 : VT,NeIIPC,ISO4,NULL,802.3
The end user on node C who wants to connectto a service
on node A does not need to know anything about these
paths, but simply refers to this service by its name. The
addressresolution registry of the service node then tries
to map that name into a path report. It fills in all of the
available paths and sendsit back through a standardprotocol to the end user. The end-usernode employs a set of

Fig.3, Examples of paths in internodal communications.
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work servicesthat was used in the former proprietary architecture will be used in the new architecture.Also, participation of both old nodes and new nodes on the same
network will be allowed.
There are severalpossibleways to achievethis objective.
One is to use a gatewaybetween an old network and a new
network, and perform protocol conversion(for the different
layers) in the gateway.This approachwas not chosenbecause of the large number of protocol combinations that
would need conversion. The number of combinations is
expectedto gtow dramatically in the future. The gateway
would also introduce performancedegradationin the network operations.
Another possibility is to retrofit all of the old nodes into
the new architecture.This approachwas not choseneither,
becausein many cases,shutting down the network while
the upgradeis being installed is unacceptable.Somenodes
may not be upgradableif the new architecturewill not run
on old hardware.
A third approach is to allow the coexistenceof the old
architecture and new architecture in the same machine.
This solvesthe problem of migration today and alsopermits
the addition of new protocols in the future, without the
need to stop the entire network.
In our architecturewe chose the third approach,which
gives the best flexibility. The path report concept makes
its implementation feasible, since it does not require o
priori information on the configuration of the various
nodes.This approachalso allows old hai'dwarenodesthat
do not support the new architectureto communicatewith
new nodes that have both the old and the new protocols.
Another issue is how to preservethe software interface
in existing applications.Doing so permits moving existing
application softwareto new nodeswithout reprogramming
and without being concernedwith whether the other nodes
are old or new. This is accomplishedby translatingthe old
servicerequestintrinsics into the standardinterlayer interface messagecalled interprocesscommunication (NetIPC),
and through use of the path report to selectthe appropriate
protocol stack.NetIPChas been defined in such a way that
it will keep the applications isolated from changesin the
lower layers.
An additional avenue for adapting to changesin protocols (when they changein a minor way) is through negotiations,provided that the protocol supportsthis alternative.
Negotiation allows nodesthat have implemented common
paths to agreeon the use of options of eachof the protocols
used in that path. Application programsthat can take advantageof protocol options can then adjust for non-use of
those features if the peer does not support them, or the
programscan provide a meaningful diagnosticmessagethat
the peer needsto be upgraded to support certain options.
Provision of clear and understandableerror messagesassists those responsiblefor soltware maintenancein their
function.
Summary
Hewlett-Packard'sgoal in this architectureis to provide
users with a framework that will carry them from present
od hoc protocolsto internationally standardizedprotocols
as they evolve.
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The basic premise in this implementation is that more
and more networking will be used in the future, There will
be thousand-nodemultivendor networks, and more efficient protocols will evolve in the future to accommodate
the different physical environments.
A rigid architecture, one set of protocols, and a
monolithic and hard-codedimplementation of this set are
not the right answersto the problem. Migration is, and will
be, a major issue in the future. The HP architectureoffers
good paths for migration and for evolving protocols to accommodatethe predicted growth pattern.
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HE HP ADVANCENET IMPLEMENTATION ONthE
HP 30OOComputer family is a group of related software and hardware products collectively called
NS/3000.The NS/3000network servicesproduct provides
a set of servicesused by applicationsand interactiveusers
on an HP 3000 to use resourceslike data, programs,and
devices located on computers in the network. Network
services corresponds to the application and presentation
layers (7 and 6) of the ISO OSI referencemodel (seearticle,
page 4).
The LAN/3000 product allows an HP 3000 to attach to
a local areanetwork and to communicatewith other computers on that network. LAN/3000 is composed of the NS/3000
transport and the LAN link. The NS transport provides an
interfaceequivalentto the OSI sessionlayer (5) and implements industry standard protocols for the transport and
network layers [4 and 3). The LAN link is the software and
hardware for the data link and physical layers (2 and 1)
for the local area network.
Fig. 1 shows how the NS/3000 products relate to each
other and the ISO OSI layers.
This article will discuss NS/3000 network services and
transport. The LAN link is the subject of the article on page
18.
One of the primary objectives for NS/3000 is compatibility with its predecessorproduct, Distributed Systems/3000
(DS/3000).1Application programs and jobs that use DS/
3000 can use NSi3000 without modification.
At each layer of the OSI model there are now several
choices for industry standard protocols, and new protocols

are under development. In consideration of the proliferation of protocols,NS/3000has as an objectivethe addition
of new protocols and services without major redesign.
Performance is always an objective in the development
of computer products. The performance goals for NSi3000
are increased throughput and response time over the DS/
3000 product. This will help customers who have reached
the limits of DS/3000 performance.
Virtual Termlnal Servlce
The virtual terminal (VT) service allows a program on
one computer to use a terminal attached to another computer. One way this is used is for remote command processing.
Here the program is the Command Interpreter (CI) for a
session on a remote computer, and the terminal is the session terminal for a user's local session (Fig. 2). Commands
entered at the local terminal can be directed to the remote
sessionfor execution.
An application program can acquire control of a terminal
attached to a remote system through the virtual terminal
service. This use of VT is sometimes called reverse VT,
becausethe program using the service is on the local node,
and the terminal is on a remote node (Fig. 3). ReverseVT
allows a program on the HP 3000 to accessterminals on
different types of systems (provided they offer the VT service). The reverseVT service is a new feature of NS/3000.
A kev mechanism used for the virtual terminal service

OSIRelerenceModolLayers
7 - Appllcatlon
6 - Pr$ontellon
5 - Sesslon
4 - Tran3port
3 - frlotwork
2 - Datr Llnk

:REMoTESHoWJOB

:SHOWJOB

1 - Phy3lcal

productson theHP 3000Computer
Ffg. 1. HP AdvanceNet

Flg.2. Thevirtualterminalserviceallowsexecutionof commandson a remotesystern,
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consumer to the producer. If the producer accepts the
counter offer, a warning will be given to the user that the
attributes have been changed and the producer will begin
the file transfer using the negotiated attributes. The NFT
protocol defines how the file's data is to be formatted in
the NFT data packet,thus allowing record boundaries,if
any, to be preserved.
When NS/3000NFT is copying a file from one HP 3000
to another HP 3000, it executesin transparentmode. The
NFT protocol does not define how a file's data is to be
formatted when in transparentmode. Since the file's data
Device 100
can be written to the target file just as it was read from the
source file, no massagingof the data is required. Because
Fig, 3. Reversevirtualterminalserviceallowsan application of this, NFT provides very efficient file transfer between
computer. homogeneousmachines.
to useateminalattached
toanother
ononecomputer
The NFT protocol is basedon a three-processmodel. In
is the pseudoterminal(Fig.a). A pseudoterminalis a device
addition to the consumer and producer processes,an inithat is configured like a normal terminal in the HP 3000
tiator processis defined. The initiator processis the NFT
configuration, except that it is associatedwith a special
processthat interfaceswith the user. The initiator is respondriver provided by NS/3000. On the computer with the
sible for getting commands from the user, giving status to
program (the remote CI for remote command execution, or
the user,and initiating the producerand consumerprocessthe local application for reverseVT), a pseudoterminalis
es. In the NS/3000 NFT implementation, this does not
associatedwith the program. When the program issues an
imply that three distinct processesare created for all file
VO request to the pseudoterminal, the driver translates the
transfers.A single NFT processcan play one, two, or all
requestinto a VT protocol messageand sendsthe message three roles. For example,if a user on node 1 wants to copy
to the computer where the real terminal is located. The VT
file F on node 1 to node 2, the initiator and producernodes
software on that computer maps the VT protocol message are the same,so one NFT processwould play both roles.
into the appropriate VO request for the real terminal. An
A secondNFT processon node 2 would play the third role,
advantageof the pseudoterminal mechanism is that the I/O
that of the consumer (Fig. 5).
system interface looks the same for a pseudoterminal and
If the same user wants to copy file F from node 3 to node
a real terminal, so there need be no modification to the
2, an NFT processwould play the role of produceron node
many placeswhere MPE performs terminal I/O operations.
3, another NFT processwould be the consumeron node 2
and a third processwould be the initiator on the user's
Network File Transfer
node, node 1 (Fig. 6). Since only the producer and conNetwork file transfer (NFT) is an HP AdvanceNet service
sumer are involved in the actualfile copy, direct communithat allows usersto copy files betweennodes with similar
cation would be establishedbetweenthe producerand conand dissimilar file systems.The NS/3000NFT user intersumer for transferring the file's data. This is more efficient
face is an extension of the DS/3000NFT interface.
than DS/3000 NFT, where this type of transfer forces data
When copying files between two computers, NFT exeto flow from the producer to the initiator, and then to the
cutes in either interchange or transparent mode. Transparconsumer.
ent mode is used by NS/3000NFT when transferringa file
to anotherHP 3000.Interchangemode is used when transRemote File and Data Base Access
ferring a file to an HP host with a dissimilar file system.
The remote file access(RFA) service allows a program
Before transferring a file over the network, communicarunning on one HP 3000 Computer to use files located on
tion must be establishedbetween peer NFT processeson
another HP 3000 on the network (Fig, 7). There are two
the source and target nodes. When this is done, the NFT
processesexchange information, including the type of
Computer with Program
Computer with Terminal
operating system each NFT process is executing under.
This information is used by NFT to determine whether to
transfer the file in interchange or transparent mode; the
user does not need to supply this information.
If NFT is executing in interchangemode, a negotiation
will take place betweenthe NFT processesbeforeeachfile
is transferred.The NFT processat the sourcenode (known
as the producer)will send the targetNFT process(the consumer)the file's characteristics,such aswhether it contains
ASCII or binary data, if it has fixed or variable length records, and so forth. The NFT consumer will determine if
the specified attributes are acceptablefor that file system.
If any attributescannotbesupportedonthe consumernode,
Flg. 4, llO operations from a program to a pseudotetminal
a counter offer with acceptable attributes is sent by the
are mapped by the virtualterminalserviceto the realterminal.
Local Computel
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Local Computer (Node 1)

Remote Computer (Node 2)

Remote Computer (Node 2)

Local Computer

Fig.7. The remote file access service allows a local program
lo access a file on a remote computer.

:DSCOPYF TO F:NODE2

Fig.5, Transferof a local source file to a remotecomputer.
ways that the location of a remote file can be specified.
The first way, which is compatible with the RFA service
in DS/3000, is to specify the computer's node name in the
DEV parameter of a FILEcommand or FOPENcall. For example,
:FILEREMFILE;DEV=
NODE2#DISC
indicates that the file with the formal designator REMFILE
is located on the computer named node 2. The second
method, a new feature of NS/3000, is to include the node
name directly in the file name. The extended file name
would accomplish the same result as the
REMFILE:NODE2
FILE command above. The advantage of extending the file
name is that it allows the user to use a remote file wherever
a file name can be supplied.
All types of MPE files are accessible through the RFA
service. In addition to ASCII and binary data files, a remote
file can be an MPE message file or a device Iike a printer.
Both waited and nowait file access modes are allowed.
Nowait file access, which was not available in the DS/3000
LocalComputer(Node1)

:DSCOPYF:NODE3TO F:NODE2

RFA, can be used to improve application performance by
overlapping remote file access and other processing.
The remote data base access (RDBA) service allows a
program running on one HP 3000 to gain access to an HP
Image data base located on another HP 3000 on the network.
RDBA is very similar to RFA in conception and execution.
The HP Image data base management software invokes the
NS software to set up the RDBA service to the computer
holding the data base. All HP Image operations to the remote data base are directed bv RDBA to the remote computer for execution.

RemoteProcessManagement
The remote process management (RPM) service allows
a program to create and destroy processes on any computer
in the network. A typical use of RPM is to have a single
process create a peer process with which it will communicate via the NetIPC service fsee "Network Interprocess
Communication," page 14J.
NS/3000 RPM allows a program to create a local process
(either as its child or in another local MPE session) or a
process on a remote computer. RPM provides all of the
process creation options available through the MPE
intrinsic.
CREATEPROCESS
A process created through RPM can be either independent or dependent. Independent processes remain active
after the creating program terminates, while dependent processes are automatically terminated when the creating program expires.

Program-to-Program
Communication
It providesboth
PTOPis a servicethatexistsin DS/3000.

Fig.6. fransler of a remote source file to another remote
computer.

interprocess communication and process management.
PTOP allows a process to create another process in a remote
session. PTOP provides a master/slave relationship between the creating process and the created process. AII
communication must be initiated by the master process.
For instance, if the slave has data to send to the master,
the master must first request the data. Slave processes are
always dependent processes; if the master dies, the slave
will be killed.
The designers of HP AdvanceNet felt that using NetIPC
and RPM provided a better solution than PTOP. Using
NetIPC and RPM allows processes to be independent of
each other and communication is peer-to-peer, rather than
master-to-slave. However, the NS/3000 implementers had
a strong commitment to backward compatibility with DS/
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3000. It was important that DS/3000PTOP applicationsbe
able to work in an NS/3000network, using HP AdvanceNet
protocols.This was achievedby implementing anotherversion of PTOP on top of NetIPC. Many of the problems
encounteredby PTOP were common to RPM, such as getting the CI to create the child process.PTOP and RPM
share solutions in these instances.
Environments
A concept used by all of the network services is the
environment. An environment is a session on a remote
computer used by one or more services.Environmentsare
frequently shared by several services.RFA, for example,
will use the sessioninitiated by the VT service.The NS
softwarekeepstrack of the environmentsa user has set up
on remote computers. The user can specify attributes of
remote environments through the DSLINEcommand. The
DSLINEcommand first appearedin the DS/3000 product.
NS/3000acceptsthe DS/3000syntax and relevant options
for DSLINE.NS/3000 has also enhanced the DSLINEcommand to include new features.The FILEcommand from
The FILE
MPE was used as the model for the new DSLINE.
command associatesa formal file designatorwith an actual
file name and a set of attributes like record size. number
of disc records, and extents. Similarly, DSLINEassociates
an environment ID with a node name and various environment characteristics.
Network Interprocess Communication
The objective of the network interprocesscommunication (NetIPC)team was to define a set of intrinsics that
would allow HP AdvanceNetusersto exchangedata easily
between processes.The goal was to define a service that
could be used within HP and by HP customersas a foundation for building networking applications. This was
achieved by defining a generic interface to protocols instead of an interprocesscommunication protocol to sit on
top of the HP AdvanceNet transport protocols.
NetIPC is an architectedinterfacegiving usersdirect access to the transport's protocols. As mentioned above, it
adds no protocol of its own. Becauseof this, the same
NetIPCintrinsics availableto customersareusedinternally
by all of the NS/3000network services.
The solution of providing an interface to the transport
reduced developmentcosts.NetIPC'sfunctionality was required by NS/3000,so two birds were killed with one stone.
No extra developmenteffort was required to implement an
interprocesscommunication protocol.
As a genericinterface,NetIPCis defined to provide access
to multiple protocols using the sameset of intrinsics. The
NetIPC intrinsics also provide option records for protocol
specific information for usersrequiringthe specificfeatures
offered by a particular protocol. The initial releaseof the
NS transportprovidesNetIPCaccessonly to the ARPA TCP
protocol. However, NetIPC is implemented so that it can
provide direct accessto other protocols as they are added
to the NS transport architecture.
The absenceof a specific interprocesscommunication
protocol can prevent multivendor lockout in the future. As
HP implements and certifies industry standard protocols,
NetIPC will provide interprocesscommunication through
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direct accessto those protocols.If NetIPChad been a protocol, it would only be useful for communicating to other
machineswith implementationsof the HP IPC protocol.
Another advantageof NetIPC's not being a protocol is
performance.On the sender's side, data does not have to
be copied to a buffer to add protocol information. On the
receiver'send, data can be moved directly from the transport's buffers to the user's buffer. An intermediate move
to a protocol module's buffer to interpret the data and strip
the protocol information is not required. In addition, the
overhead of transmitting a protocol's header is not incurred.
The cost of not having an interprocesscommunication
protocol is the loss of value-addedservices.For example,
program-to-programcommunication (PTOP) protocol allows the user to divide data into two parts, in essence
allowing processesto send and receive two separatedata
buffers at the same time. Another feature of PTOP is that
to be acceptedor rejected.However,the
it allows messages
performance cost of these services is borne by all users,
even the common case of users that simply want to exchangestreamsof data.
The NetIPC intrinsics can be used to communicatewith
processeson the same node, as well as other nodes in a
network. Communicatingwith processeson the samenode
is achievedby the NS transport'ssoftwareloopback capability. The NS transport'snetwork interfacemodule detects
that the data's destination is the local node. Rather than
giving the datato the LAN driver, the data is turned around
in software. The NetIPC intrinsics manipulate entities
called sockets.The HP 3000 NetIPC supports three types
of sockets:call, virtual circuit (VC), and destination. Call
socketsare addressableentities used to establisha virtual
circuit betweentwo processes.This virtual circuit is a fullduplex logical connection used by the processesfor exchanging data. Each of the two processeshas a VC socket,
which identifies the endpoint of the virtual circuit owned
by the process.
Destination socketsprovide addressinginformation describing the location of anotherprocess'scall socket.Given
a call socket and a destination socket,a processis able to
initiate the establishmentof a virtual circuit. This is known
as an active open, The peer processneed only possessthe
call socket referred to by the other process'sdestination
socket.Receivingindication that a virtual circuit has been
establishedis known as a passiveopen.
NetIPC takes advantageof a name serverprocesscalled
the socketregistry.When a processcalls a NetIPCintrinsic
to look up a socket name on another node, NetIPC sends
a lookup requestto the socketregistry processon the destination node. The remote socket registry processreceives
the request and looks up the socket name in its tables of
defined names.If the name is found, a datastructurecalled
a connectsite path report is built. The path report contains
the addressinginformation requiredto reachthe referenced
socket. This includes the socket's protocol and protocol
stack. The socket registry, after building the path report,
sendsa reply message.From the path report, NetIPCis able
to createa destination socket for the active process.

NS/3000 Transport Features
The HP AdvanceNet transport implemented on the HP
3000 Computer supports the NetIPC interface just described and the standard HP AdvanceNet transport protocol suite of TCP, PXP, IP, and Probe.The protocols are
supported over the IEEE802.3 LAN link as well as in software loopback mode. The latter offers the user the opportunity to make use of the NS serviceslocally and to troubleshootdistributed applicationsbeforeactually doing any
remote communication.
PXP is a reliable datagramtransaction protocol used to
accessa remote socketregistry and resolve NetIPC socket
name-to-addressbindings. PXP, like TCP, is a level 4 protocol in the transportarchitecture.All PXP communication
is in the form of requestsand replies, the reply serving as
the acknowledgmentto the request.Reliability is achieved
by retransmitting an unanswered request until the reply
arrives.Duplicate requestsand replies can thereforeoccur.
Duplicate requestsare not detected,but duplicate replies
are detected and discarded. These Iimitations make the
protocol suitable only for serverquery applications where
quick responseis required and duplicate requestsare not
harmful.
ARPA IP is the level 3 protocol in the transportarchitecture. IP treats all packetsas internet datagrams,optionally
providing datagramfragmentationand reassemblybut not
reliability of delivery. IP's major function is to provide
nodal addressingand internet packet routing, Each LAN
network is assigneda network number and eachLAN node
is assigneda node number within that network. A collection of interconnectednetworks is referredto as a catenet.
The network and nodal addressportions combine to form
a unique 32-bit addressfor each node in the catenet.This
address is referred to as an internet address.IP has the
capability to act as a gatewaybetween networks, using its
addressfield and knowledge of the entire catenetto route
packets to their destinations.For the first releaseof NS/
3000, a subset of IP has been implemented that does not
currently support the gatewayfunctions.
While the transportidentifies remotenodesonly by their
internet addresses,the user is allowed to referencenodes
by alphanumeric names.The Probe is a multicast request/
reply protocol which provides the dynamic resolution of
node-name-to-internet-address
bindings, contributing to
ease of use without an additional configuration burden.
The Probe also resolves internet-to-IEEE-802.3address
bindings, againlesseninguserconfigurationrequirements.
The data communication policies implemented in the
level 4 protocol areof particular importancein determining
the performancecharacteristicsof a transport implementation. Level 4 policies on matters such as retransmission,
acknowledgment,and window use have a large impact on
connection throughput, network loading, and individual
system overhead.
The level 4 HP AdvanceNet protocol for reliable transmission is TCP. Although TCP is a de facto industry standard with a well-documented protocol definition, the
policies in the above mentioned areasremain outside the
standardand arethereforeimplementationdependent.The
freedom from an all-encompassing protocol definition
makes it possible to craft a TCP implementation to suit a

particular system, network, or even application environment.
Given the requirementsof communicatingwith HP 1000
and HP 9000 Computers and the objectivesof eventually
supporting connection to the U.S. DefenseData Network
(DDN) and a variety of link types and network topologies,
the NS/3000TCP implementation combines some optimization with a large degreeof flexibility. NS/3000TCP assumesa reasonablyreliable underlying network. Although
it recoversfrom lost and duplicate packets,it is optimized
for normal, error-freetransmission.NS/3000TCPfunctions
optimally when the peerTCP adheresto the samepolicies,
but it communicateseffectivelywith TCP implementations
using other reasonablepolicies.
NS/3000 TCP communication policies are designed to
maximize throughput and minimize overheadthrough reducing the number of packetstransmitted. Thesepolicies
are:
I Packetsreceived out of order are accepted.
r The retransmissionstrategyis a hybrid of the first-only
and batch methods.
I Packet acknowledgmentsare minimized by piggybacking with data packetsand the use of an acknowledgment
delay timer.
Statistical sampling of various NFT file transfersshows
the NS/3000TCP protocol overheadto be as little as 75-2Oo/o
of the total packets transmitted, This means that only a
relatively small percentageof the network bandwidth and
host CPU time are consumed processingpacketsthat do

Fig.8. NS/3000transportarchitecture.NetlPCistheinterface
between fhe services and users and the transport. TCP and
PXPare level 4 protocols.lP and Probe are level 3 profocols.
Nl (Network lnterface) provides the level 3 protocols with a
generalized interface to the underlying local area
network.
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not carryuserdata.
Configuration
There are many parameters that can affect the use and
performanceof NS/3000.Someexamplesarethe maximum
number of connections, buffer allocation characteristics,
values for retransmissiontimers, and types of information
to be logged.Also, the characteristicsof the network links
must be specified.Default values for most of theseparameters can be chosenthat will be reasonablefor many types
of networks. But to provide maximum flexibility, the parameterscan be customized for each network and node.
NS/3000parametersfor a node are stored in a configuration file. A sampleconfigurationfile with default parameter
values is supplied with the NS/3000product. The network
manager can then use the NMMGR program (part of the
node managementsoftware)to customizethe sample configuration for the node. The NMMGR program is also used
for configuration of other data communicationsproducts,
like the SNA transport and the LAN link.
Tracing and Logging
The NS/3000 services and transport take advantageof
the tracing and loggingfacilities provided by HP 3000nodal
management.Both of thesetools proved valuablein debugging and isolating problems during the development of
NS/3000.
Tracing provides a history of events by recording user
data, protocol headers,statetransitions,internal messages
sent between modules. and even some data structures.
Tracing is provided by both the transport and NetIPC.
Loggingis used to record specific events.Loggedevents
include irregular events that require attention, such as internal software malfunctions and resourceproblems, and
normal events,such as reporting statisticswhen a connection is shut down.
Transport Execution Environment
The NS/3000transport is designedwith a modular and
expandablearchitecture,since it is intended to be the cornerstone upon which a wide variety of communication
protocols and network topologies can be supported. The
transport employs generalized data structures and interfacesthat enablethe support of emergingindustry standard
protocols at any level without major redesign.
Performanceoptimization was also a major design goal
for the transport.However, a modular design can be especially susceptibleto performanceproblems.The transport
retainsmodularity of protocolsand supportfunctions without sacrificing performanceby implementing its modules
as MPE ports.
MPE ports provide a low-level messagepassingsystem.
A port consists of several components: a set of message
framesthat areused to hold pending messages,
a procedure
that is called whenever a messageis queued to the port,
an individual context area of configurablesize which the
port procedureusesfor its own data storage,and a control
block that contains the messagequeuing data structures
and port status information. The messagequeuing structures are composedof 16 prioritized subqueues,any combination of which may be selectivelyenabled or disabled.
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Port communication etiquette normally requires the adherence by all parties to a strict binding of message type (e.g.
data, timer, control) to subqueue number. This allows the
port procedure to receive messages in priority order and
to control the type of messages it wishes to receive at any
given time. All port data structures are contained in MPE
data segments that are designated as port data segments.
Any process or port can send a message to a port. The
port software will normally interrupt the sender's execution by invoking the appropriate port procedure immediately on the sender's stack. The port procedure receives pointers to the newly arrived message and its own
context area. Unlike an MPE intrinsic, a port procedure
executes as a critical section. Only one instance of a given
port can be executing at a time. Asynchronous processing
is provided by message queueing. If a message is sent to a
port when it is already executing, the message is queued
by the port software for later processing and the sender is
freed to resume execution. When the port finishes executing the current message, it is immediately reinvoked to
process the highest-priority message queued to an enabled
subqueue.
The port concept encourages modularity within as well
as across protocol boundaries. A level 4 protocol, for example, is typically implemented and treated as a single module, yet it performs most tasks as a logically separate entity
per connection. Its protocol state information, such as sequence numbers and windows, must be kept separately for
each connection.
The ports provide the opportunity to make the logical
division of function into a physical division as well. Rather
than a single port serving all connections, a protocol can
be implemented as a series of ports, one per connection,
with a private context area for each. The transport modules
make use of separate ports per logical instance (socket,
connection, directly connected network) wherever possible.
The modular and asynchronous characteristics of a design based upon ports requires shared accessto the inbound
and outbound data packets. All levels of the implementation require at least the ability to add headers to outbound
packets and to strip them from inbound packets. However,
port message frame size restrictions and performance considerations prohibit passing the actual data packets from
port to port. What is needed is a packet buffering area
accessible by all modules.
Rather than simply devising od hoc space management

Fig. 9. Ihe one-servermodel is used for remote f/e access,
program-to-program communication, and remote process
management.

routines, a generalized buffer management utility was implemented. The buffer manager allows creation of variablesized pools of buffers. Access routines are provided which
allow buffers to be obtained, released.written to, read from,
and appended. The transport uses these buffers to hold
both packet data and headers, passing a buffer identification string in the messagessent between modules.
Ports allow module execution in a process-like environment without the overhead associatedwith process switching. They encouragemodularity of implementation and the
development of generalized and well-defined messagebased interfaces. The buffer manager provides a common
data access method across modules and allows the transport to minimize its data copies to one each (from/to the
user area) for outbound and inbound data packet processing.
Together the ports and the buffer manager form a general
datacom environment allowing module execution without
other low-level MPE dependencies. They were devised
from a realization of common datacom needs, performance
considerations, and a desire for some degree of operating
system independence, and they form the design basis for
the SNA XPort/3000 product as well as the NS/3000 transporr.
Fig. B on page 15 depicts the transport architecture.
Services Architecture
The network services architecture supplies the framework in which the various services operate. Two central
concepts are the requestor and the server. The requestor is
a processthat is requesting a certain service to be performed
on its behalf. An example is an application program that
opens a remote file. The server is an NS process that performs the task for the requestor.In the remote file example,
the server would receive the request and open the file. The
server is normally found on the computer that contains the
resource (file, data base, program, or terminal) being used
by the requestor.
Two server models are used by NS/3000. The first is the
one-server model (Fig. 9), used by RFA, PTOP, and RPM.
In this model, there is one server on the computer where
the remote resource (file or program) resides. Between the
requestor and the server there is a NetIPC virtual circuit
connection. When the requestor issues a request to access
the resource (for example, an FoPEN),NS software is called
that executes within the requestor's process. This software
builds a request messagethat indicates the requested action

Fig. 10. The two-servermodel is used for virtual termtnal
and networkfile transfersery/ces.

Fig. 11. Actionsduring the executiono/ a REMoTEHELLO
command. 1. The user entersa REMoTEHEtLocommandto
the command tnterpreter(Cl) for lhe session on the local
computer. 2. The local Cl invokes the REMoTEcommand
executor,whlch sends a serviceinitiationrequestto the port
processreceives
for the local VT servrce.3. Thelocal DSDAD
the servtceinitiationrequestand createsa local serverprocess lor the VT service.4. The local server sefs up lls ouln
port, and DSDADrelays the port back to the local Cl. The
REMoTEexecutor sends command informattonto the local
server. The local server adopts itselftnto the /ocal sesslon.
5. Thelocal serverestab/ishes a connecttonto the sockel on
the remote node that ls associatedwith the VT service. 6.
fhe DSDADprocess on the remote computer receives the
connectionrcquest and creates a remote server process.
The remote DSDADpasses the connecttonto the remote
server. 7. The local serve/ sends the logon command to the
remoteserver.Theremoteserveraceuiresa pseudoterminal
and tnittatesthe remote logon on the pseudoterminal.This
resu/ts ln the creation of a remote session with a Cl. The
rsmotcscrvcr adonts itselfinto the remotesess/onwhen it is
available.B. TheremoteC/ lssuesa read to the pseudoterminal for a command. Ihls slgna/sthe VT service that the BEMOTEHELLOhas completed. The VT service will retain the
command.
command read for the next REMOTE
and sends the request message on the connection to the
server. The server receives the request message from the
connection, performs the requested action, and sends a
reply message with the status of the action back to the
requestor. Once the requestor receives the reply, it returns
to the user's application.
The second server model is the two-server model (Fig
10), which is employed by the NFT and VT services. Here
there are two resources to be managed: one on the Iocal
computer and one on the remote computer. For (normal)
VT, the local resource is the local session terminal, while
the remote resource is the pseudoterminal in the remote
session. An example for NFT is copying a local file to a
remote file. In this model there are two servers, one on the
local computer to manage the local resource, and one on
the remote computer to handle the remote resource. The
requestor and local server are on the same computer. They
communicate through a set of ports. There is a NetIPC
virtual circuit connection between the local server and the
remote server. Usually in the two-server model, the requestor starts up a request that results in a lengthy sequence of
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messages
betweenthe local and remoteservers.In response
to the example DSCOPYrequest, the local NFT server (the
initiator and producer) will transfer the entire file to the
remote NFT server (the consumer),
The full three-nodecaseof NFT, with an initiator on the
local node copying a file from a remote producer node to
another remote consumer node, can be viewed as two instancesof the two-servermodel, The initiator and producer
form one pair of servers,connected by a virtual circuit,
The producer and consumerform a secondpair of servers,
connectedby a secondvirtual circuit.
The network servicesarchitectureincludes a control process,called DSDAD,
that managesthe servers.There is one
DSDADprocesson each computer that has started any services.
Fig. 11 showsthe workings of the NS architectureduring
the execution of a REMOTE
HELLOcommand.

Summary
The NS/3000and LAN/3000 productsprovide an upward
growth path for networking on the HP 3000. Existing applications using DS/3000can be transportedto NS/3000systems with little or no modification. One example is the HP
DeskManagermail system,which usesPTOP for its intertransmission.Originally implemented on
system messageDS/3000,HP Desk was brought up on NS/3000without any
major problems.
NS/3000and LAN/3000 offer improved throughput and

data transfer rates over DS/3000. Performancemeasurements showed a two-to-sixfold increasein throughput for
NFT, dependingon the file blocking factorschosen,Transfer rates for NetIPC can average40,000 bytes per second
on an HP 3000Series42.The improvement in transferrates
results in part from the increased bandwidth of the data
communications link (10 Mbits/s for the LAN versus 56
kbits/s for the DS point-to-point INP), and in part from
improvements in the protocols.
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A LocalArea Networkfor HP Computers
LAN13000
implemenfs
fheIEEE802.2and802.3standards
HP3000Computers
fo otherHP3000sand
tointerconnect
to HP 1000and HP 9000Computers.
by Tonia G. Grahamand CharlesJ. de Sostoa
HE FIRST HP LOCAL AREA NETWORK (LAN) product is an implementation of the IEEE802.2and 802.3
standards for local area networks. The LAN is an interconnectionsystemintended to permit connection of up
to one hundred "intelligent devices" within a facility (see
Fig, 1). Data is exchangedvia unacknowledgeddatagrams.
The transTransmissionis bit-serialat 10 megabits/second.
mission medium is coaxial cable.Communication is halfduplex basebandusing carrier sensemultiple access/collision detect (CSMA/CD).
A system is connectedto the network through a combination of hardware and software components (seeFig. 2).
Each system connection must include a medium attachment unit (MAU), an attachment unit interface (AUI) cable,
a LAN interface controller (LANIC), a LANIC driver and
diagnostic, and transport software. The MAU and the AUI
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cable are the same for all systems.The LANIC and the
LANIC driver and diagnosticare systemspecific;this paper
discussestheir implementation for HP 3000 Computers.
Medlum Attachment Unlt (MAU)
The MAU has three major functions:
r Receive data from the coax and pass it up to the DTE
(data terminal equipment)
r Transmit data received from the DTE onto the coax
r Detect and report collisions on the coax.
The receivefunction provides a high-impedanceload to
the coax to prevent excessivecurrent loading and interferencefrom reflectionscausedby impedancediscontinuities.
In addition, it provides electricaland mechanicalisolation
of the coax from the DTE. Finally, it translatesthe coax
signaling parametersto values that are appropriatefor the

r dc-to-dcconverter

Fag.1. HP local area network.
AUI; the most notable of these are rise and fall times, dc
levels, and peak-to-peak magnitude.
The transmit function provides signal translation from
AUI to coax parameters and wave shaping to limit the
high-frequency content of the signal. To support collision
detection (see below), the transmitter also adds a dc component to the transmitted signal and presents a high-impedance load so that it does not significantly impact the collision detection mechanism.
The collision detection function reports to the DTE the
presence of a collision on the coax. A collision is defined
as two or more transmitters active at the same time. Its
presence is detected by the fact that the dc level on the
coax exceeds a threshold not achievable by a single transmitter. Collisions occur during normal operation because
of physical separation of the transmitters on the coax, finite
propagation speeds of the coax signals, and the carrier sense
multiple access protocol of the IEEE 802.3 standard. Recovery is also specified by the standard at the link level.
Other ancillary MAU functions include:
r Jab
Disables the transmitter if a transmission [activity between idle periods) exceeds a predefined time limit
or excessive leakage current is detected over a prolonged period of
time.
Verifies proper collision detection
r SQE (heartbeat)
and reporting by the MAU after
each transmission.

Provides electrical isolation between the DTE and coax grounding
systems.

MAU Product Verlfication and Defect Analysls
The design effort for the medium attachment unit (MAU)
was closely tied to the developmentof the IEEE802.3standard. A great deal of time and effort was spent to designa
product that is in strict compliance with the standard.A
significant portion of the developmentfocusedon the many
aspectsof the manufacturing process,two of which were
product verification and defect analysis.
Product verification does all of the testing that is necessary beforea production unit can be shipped. The work of
repairing the units that fail in product verification is the
job of defect analysis.This moves the task of repairing the
cards, and more important, analyzing the dbfects, to an
areathat is not in the production flow. Any cards that fail
and are sent to defect analysis are immediately replaced
by a card from the buffer area.This flow keepsproduction
moving despite the occurrenceof failures, and it permits
careful analysis of the defectsin an off-line environment.
The MAU test station (seeFig. 3) consistsof an HP 9000
Model 226 controller manipulating two HP 8116.\ Function Generators,an HP 19808 OscilloscopeMeasurement
System,an HP 60344 HP-IB-controlledpower supply, an
HP 2671.GGraphics Printer, and an HP 59307A VHF
Switch. Using this combination of equipment and menudriven software, the station performs a 3-minute comprehensive functional analysis of the MAU with no user
intervention. The test requires one minute of setup time
and can be set up by a person with no knowledge of how
the assemblyfunctions. The software runs a collection of
12 functional tests(e.g.,AUI driver, coaxreceiver,collision
detector,etc.)and informs the operatorwhen they have all
completedsuccessfullyor as soon as any one of them fails.
Upon successfulcompletion of the test the unit is ready
for shipment. On failure, the station generatesa list of the
specificationsthat the unit did not meetand contraststhem
with correspondinglimits.
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Fig. 2. System connection for the HP 3000

Flg.3. MAU test staflon
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In the defect analysisarea,the softwareallows the technician to run each of the individual tests independently.
In addition, it provides a built-in troubleshooting tree
which leads the technician, by means of a menu-driven
map, guided probing, and digitized nominal waveforms,
to a failed functional block. The guided probing acts as an
instructor to the technician as it logically proceedsalong
a functional path in the MAU. At every branch of the tree
the card is in a quiescent state with some function being
exercisedon a very basic level. In this manner the failing
areacan be quickly identified and isolated.
LANIC
The LANIC is an intelligent DMA channel that communicates with the host system via the system backplane. It
consistsof a backplaneinterface,a ZB0 microprocessorfor
fundamental control of the LANIC, a LAN coprocessor
(which provides the link-level protocol activities), and
attachment unit interface (AUI) hardware.
The backplane interface is implemented with a state
machine. It provides the required handshaking,inpuUoutput
registers,function decoding, and DMA functionality of the
LANIC. Its hardware implementation is system specific
becauseof differencesin backplane architectures,yet to
the systemsoftware the differencesaretotally transparent.
The microprocessor system controls activities on the
LANIC such as initialization of hardware and software,
processing of interactive and batch commands from the
host, self-test,and supervisorycontrol of the LAN coprocessor/AUI hardware. Interactive commandsand completion
status are communicated between the host and the LANIC
via registers associatedwith the backplane interface. Batch
commandsand their responses,on the other hand, arecommunicated via command and responsequeuesphysically
located in host memory. The self-testresidesin PROM and
is an exhaustivetest of all LANIC hardware,excluding the
backplane interface, which is tested by the LANIC diagnostic. The self-testis executedat power-up,beforedownloading the LANIC operating system,and during the diagnostic.
Supervisory control of the LAN coprocessorincludes starting the receiver and transmitter, configuring such parameters as maximum collision retry limit, preamble length,
and type of frame check sequenceto use, and informing
the LAN coprocessor where transmit and receive buffers
are located. Supervisory control of the AUI hardware includes such things as transmissionloopbackfrom the LAN
coprocessorand resettingthe MAU power.
The LAN coprocessorprovides the link-level protocol
functionalitv. This includes:

r Node addressfiltering
I Collision backoff and retransmission
r Handling of preamble, start-of-frame delimiter, and
frame check sequencefields of the transmit frame
I Deferenceto frames present on the network
r Verification of framechecksequenceon receivedframes.
The AUI hardware provides Manchesterencoding and
decoding of the transmitted and received frames, interpretation of activity on the control lines from the MAU (i.e.,
collision detectionJ,carrier sensereporting to the LAN coprocessor,and control of the MAU power,
LANIC Driver
The LANIC driver for the HP 3000 consists of three major
modules: the LANIC monitor, the interrupt handler, and
the initialization procedure.The initialization procedure
performs certain functions that need only happen at system
startup and powerfail recovery times. For example, it allocates and freezes an extra data segment for use by the
monitor, locks the driver code segmentin memory, and
initializes the appropriate device reference table entries
and the device linkage table entry. The interrupt handler
is invoked by the microcode when LANIC interrupts are
detected.The LANIC interrupts upon completion of selftest or a diagnosticstep,completion of interactiveor batch
commandsfrom the monitor, or detectionof a catastrophic
failure. The interrupt handler is responsiblefor disabling
all interrupts from channelswith lower priority when it is
invoked and reenablingthem when it is finished servicing
the interrupt. In some casesthe interrupt handler is able to
servicethe interrupt completely, such as updating various
status fields in the driver extra data segment.In other cases
it must call the monitor to complete the interrupt service
request,such as for interactivecommandcompletion.
The LAN monitor is by far the largest part of the LANIC
driver. It is responsiblefor interpreting requestsmade by
higher-level software to the LANIC and ensuring that these
requestsare processedin an orderly fashion.It is responsible for interfacing directly to the board either when it is
in an uninitialized state (interactive commands via
hardware registersJor after its operating system has been
downloaded (batch commands via batch command/responsequeuesmaintained in host memory).
The LAN monitor is also responsiblefor implementation
of the logical link control (LLC) sublayer of the data link
layer as specified by the IEEE 802.2 standard. The im-
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Fig. 4. Two-nodenetwork.
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Fig. 5. Multinode network.

plementation is classI which implies type 1 operation(i.e.,
datagram).For outbound data,the LAN monitor builds the
LLC header(destinationand sourceserviceaccesspointsDSAP and SSAP-and control field) in the protocol data
unit before sending it to the board. For inbound data, the
LAN monitor checks the control field of the LLC header
to determine the appropriate action (i.e., pass data up to
the network layer or reply to a test unit or process an
exchangeidentification data unit) and either reports the
DSAP and SSAP to the next higher layer or assignsthe
appropriatevalues to a test or exchangeidentification data
unit reply.
LANIC Diagnostic
The purpose of the LANIC diagnosticis to provide a tool
for determining the health of the LANIC board. The diagnostic is designedfor use by both manufacturingand field
service.It is run on-line; however, the network cannot be
active during testing since the stateof the board is altered.
The diagnostic does an exhaustive test of the backplane
interface and programmatically invokes the PROM-resident self-testto test the remainderof the board.In addition,
tests have been included to test the AUI cable and MAU,
and to perform a remoteloopbacktestfrom a node specified
by the diagnostician.
LAN Receive Buffer Requirements
As with.most projects,many challenging problems had
to be addressed during the development of the LANIC
boards for the HP 3000. During the design of the architecture of the boards,determining the number of receivebuffers that would be neededbecamean interesting problem
that significantly impactedthe performance,cost,and reliability of the product.
It was necessaryto determine if received frames should
be buffered on the board or stored directly in systemmemory. The architectureof the board was dependent on this
decision. If only a small number of buffers were required,
Pessimistic Receive Process Rate = 50 Frames/Second
Threshofd between 31o/oand 32o/o
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Fig. 6. Besu/tsof a simulationdone to determine the number
of receive buffers required

the right answer might be to put the buffers on the board.
If a large number were required, the right answer would
be to receive directly into system memory.
Consider the caseof a two-node network (seeFig. a). If
systemA can processtransmit framesat the rateof x frames/
secondand system B can receive frames and passthem to
upper-level software at the rate of y frames/second,then
the reservoir of receive buffers in system B must be sufficient to hold (x - y) frames/secondtimes the normal burst
length in seconds.
If, on the average,x>y for a prolonged period, an indefinite number of buffers is required.If x is always lessthan
y, then a maximum of two buffers are required. Since the
LAN medium doesnot contribute significantly to the transmission overhead, the transmission rate is a function of
the work doneby the LANIC driver and firmware to prepare
the frame for transmission.This is slightly more than the
work done to processa receive frame. Therefore,for the
caseof a two-node LAN, x<y.
Now consider a multinode network. The LAN topology
gives rise to configurations in which multiple transmitting
systemsmay be sendingto the samereceiving system.The
receiving system might be a print server,shared resource
manager,or gateway.Since each transmitting system can
send at rate x and the input at the receiver of system B is
the total of the outputs from systems Ao through A,, this
is clearly a case of x>y (see Fig. 5). Assuming that this
transmission rate to system B is not maintained indefinitely, then it can be thought of as a burst of traffic. A
reservoir of receive buffers will be required to hold the
receivedframesuntil systemB can processthem. The size
of this reservoiris a function of the duration of the burst.
The problem is, what sort of burst length can reasonably
be expected?We decided that with the complexitiesof the
CSMA/CD algorithm, pencil and paper calculationsmight
be misleading. A small team was formed to simulate the
behavior of a heavily loaded network. Using traffic estimates based on a typical office automation application
model and a measured peak-to-average
ratio of traffic in
an IEEE802.3-likeenvironment,the team developeda traffic model to estimatethe worst-caseburst duration. Based
on the protocol overhead,we decided that acceptableperformancewould be achievedif we could handle one third
of the worst-caseburst traffic at one receiving node.
Sincethe anticipatedreceiveprocessrate stronglyaffects
the number of buffers required, simulations were performed using a rangeof receiveprocessrates.Using a particularly pessimistic receive processrate, the simulation
indicated that indefinite reception of 31% of the frames
sent on the network during peak traffic loading could be
obtainedwith 25 buffers (seeFig. 6). A more realistic figure
for receiveprocessrate indicated that with around 25 buffers, 50% of the traffic could be directed to the receiving
systemwith no loss of data.
This was the information the design team needed. To
put 25 buffers on the LANIC would require 3BK bytes of
RAM, additional DMA controllers,and a triple-port memory controller. The decision was made to receive directly
into systemmemory, thereby reducing the board spacerequirements and parts cost.
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NetworkServicesfor HP Real-Time
Computers
HP 1000Computershavehad networkingcapabilitiesfor
nearly15 years.The latestnetworkservicesproduct
andsupporfslocal
conformsto HPAdvanceNetstandards
areanetworksand verylarge networks
by DavidM. Tribby
HE HP 1000 FAMILY OF COMPUTERS controls
manufacturing processesfor HP customers throughout the world. For nearly 15 years,HP has provided
hardware
and software to link these computersinto netthe
works, giving them the ability to automateentire factories.
As more customerspurchasea mixture of HP computers
to solve engineering,manufacturing,and office problems,
they require a greater degreeof interconnectivity between
the computer families. HP AdvanceNet, the architectural
strategyencompassingall HP computer families, provides
the requiredsetof commonnetworkservicesand protocols.
Network Services/1O00(NS/1000),a component of HP
AdvanceNet, allows HP 1000 Computersto communicate
with other HP AdvanceNet computers and with the older
DS/1000-N nodes. NS/1000 is designed for HP 1000 ASeriesComputers(.4'600,A700, ,{900) running the RTE-A
operating system.
Advances in HP 1000 Networking
In 1973. Hewlett-Packardreleased its first distributed
systemsproduct, DS 1, for the Real-TimeExecutive (RTE)
and Basic Control System (BCS) operating systems.The
only supportedconfigurationwas a disc-basedcentralnode
controlling memory-basedsatellites.DS 1/B (and its followon, DS 1/B') updated HP's network offering and provided
more user-callableservices,such as program-to-program
(PTOP)communication.l The basicconfigurationremained
a star.
HP releasedDS/1000.2It provided many new
ln 11977,
network-level features,such as nodal addressing,storeand
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forward routing of messages,and communication with
DS/3000,the equivalent product for HP 3000 Computers.
Connectionsbetween HP 1000swere no longer limited to
star topologies.Memory-basedand disc-basednodescould
be linked togetherin arbitrary configurations.It was possible to addressany HP 1000in the network from a particular
through internode; the DS/1000softwarerouted messages
mediate nodes.
When DS/LOOO-Nwas released in 1980, many new
HP 1000-to-HP1000 link-level servicesjoined the existing
DS/1000feature set. Dynamic rerouting allowed the network to detect a broken link and use the next best path
until the original link was fixed. Messageaccounting kept
track of which messageswere sent and received,assuring
that each was delivered exactly once. The data link layer
interface cards (runwas moved to microprocessor-based
ning up to 230 kilobits/second),freeingthe mainframefrom
handling line protocols. The HP 1000-to-HP 3000 link
added a modem link.
Severalother products have added value to DS/1000-IV
since its release.In 1981,the HP Datalink product allowed
a masternode to communicatewith severalslave nodes at
up to 19.2kilobits/second.X.25l1000was releasedin 1982
with full DS/1000-N compatibility. This product is an important step in Hewlett-Packard'ssupport of recognized
international data communicationsstandards.In 1984,the
RTE file systemadded support for remote files. A user can
edit a remote file, for example, simply by adding a > and
the node'snumber to the end of a file namewhen supplying
the name to Edit/1000.

NS/1000, released in early 19S6, fully integrates the DS/
1000-lV set of user and transport services, and adds the
f ollowing contributions :
I Support of HP AdvanceNet user services
to other HP computer
I Support of communication
families through the HP AdvanceNet transport standards
Integration with the high-speed IEEE 802.3 local area
network product, LAN/1000
I Support of large networks
Fig. 1 shows that NS/1000 includes the ISO OSI protocol
layers 3 through 7. Different data communication products
for the HP 1000, such as LAN/1000, provide layers 1 and 2.
The subnet layers (LAN, Gateway, and Router) perform
tasks associated with controlling the data link layer. All
translate between IP (ARPA internet protocol) and linklevel addresses,move messagesbetween NS memory and
system memory, perform error recovery, and log error messages. The Router subnet layer, which uses DS/1000-lV
message formats, manages dynamic rerouting over HDLC
links.
Although X.25 is a network protocol, X.25 addressing is
invisible to NS/1000. Under the current implementation,
X.25l1000 manages the virtual circuits and presents NS/
1000 with an interface equivalent to a data link layer.
NS/1000 includes the protocol layers for both HP AdvanceNet and DS. The three protocol stacks shown in Fig.
1 are quite distinct: HP AdvanceNet, DS/1000-IV, and DS/
3000 use different user interfaces, message formats, and
communication protocols. Yet all are available to NS/1000
users.

HP AdvanceNetUser,Transport,and Link Services
For the first time, Hewlett-Packard has a common net-

working product for all its computer families. This is a
tremendous advantage to users with mixed networks, and
gives other customers flexibility for future expansion.
The NS/1000 implementations of HP AdvanceNet standards match the functional specifications described elsewhere in this issue (see article, page 6J. The functional
descriptions will not be repeated in this article, bui several
important distinctions for NS/1000 will be described here.
Currently, NS/1000 supports user interfaces for the folIowing HP AdvanceNet application services:
r Network file transfer (NFTJ
r Socket registry (SR)
r Network interprocess communication (NetIPC).
NS/1000 includes implementations of all HP AdvanceNet transport protocols:
I ARPA transmission control protocol (TCP)
r Packet exchange protocol (PXP)
r ARPA internet protocol (IP)
r Probe address resolution protocol.
NS/1000 is the first HP AdvanceNet implementation to
include IP gateway functionality, allowing messagesto pass
between networks. Fig. 2 shows three local area networks
connected by HDLC links. All nodes on the LANs can talk
to the entire catenet. IP determines the route when a message must cross a network boundary, segmenting and reassembling messages when necessary. To minimize the
amount of segmentation, IP informs TCP of the proper message size whenever possible.
The local area network connection gives HP 1000 users
a much higher line throughput than the HDLC link (10
megabits/second versus 230 kilobits/second). The bus nature of the LAN reduces connection costs compared to
multiple point-to-point links. Becausethere is no store-and-
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Fig. 1. NS/7000includes/SOOS/
protocol layers 3 through 7 for
communtcatton
withotherNSl1000
nodes or with the older DSl1000
nodes. The data link and physical
layerc are implementedtn sepa2 Data Link
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Fig. 2. NS/7000'slP layercan routemessagesfromnodes
on one networkto anothernetwork.Here threelocal area
networksare connectedby two HDLCgateways.
forward delay, end-to-end throughput improves dramatically when a configuration goesfrom multihop HDLC links
to a single-hopIEEE 802 link.
Fig. 3 shows the increasein PTOP performancewhen a
link is upgraded from HDLC to IEEE 802. The lowest line
on the graph indicates the number of bytes per second a
master-slave pair can exchange over an HDLC link, The
two programs are designed to transfer buffers as quickly
as possible,and were run in dedicatedsystems.The middle
line shows how many bytes the same two programs can
transfer when the HDLC link is replaced by IEEE 802.
The top line in Fig. 3 shows the dramatic increase in
throughput achieved when the PTOP programs were recodedto transferdatausing NetIPC.This increaseis a result
of fundamental differences between DS and HP AdvanceNet servicesand transports.DS servicesare request-reply
oriented. When sending multiple messages,the first reply
must be received before the second request can be sent.
The new HP AdvanceNet services take advantage of the
transport layer's flow control and reliability, and can debeforean explicit reply is required.
liver multiple messages
PTOP on
IEEE 802

PTOP on
HDLC

--

Backward Compatibility
Compatibility with DS/1000-IVis a fundamental part of
NS/1000.This is extremely important becausecustomers
need to
I Move working DS applications to NS nodes without recoding
r Mix DS and NS nodes in a network
r Communicate from NS to older HP 1000 M-, E-, and
F-Seriesnodes
I Upgradeto use IEEE 802 links a few nodes at a time
r Add new NS nodes to an existing DS network without
changing hardware in the existing network.
NS/1000achievesall these compatibility goals.
Although HP AdvanceNet services offer attractive alternatives to existing DS services,many customerswant to
run current applications without modification. As shown
in Fig. 1, NS/1000 maintains the DS user interface. DS
services(RFA,PTOP,DEXEC,VCP,VO mapping,file transparency, remote downloads, and remote operator commands)work to NS/1000,DS/1000-IV,and DS/1000nodes.
No changeto user code is required to move an application
from DSh000-IV to NS/1000,
NS/1000 continues support of HDLC and X.25 links as
they are used in DS/1000-N, Multidrop Datalink is also
supported, but only as master. Any HP Datalink slaves
must continue to use DS/1000-IV.Rerouting continues to
work over HDLC connections.
HP 1000 Computersother than A-Seriescan continue to
use DS/1000-IV services to communicate with NS/1000
nodes. All DS/1000-IV-to-DS/3000services continue to
transport.
work over the DS/300O-compatible
Fig. 4 shows the upgrade of a ten-nodeDS/1000-IVnetwork to NS/1000. The network hub (the ,{900) controls
three computers,and those three each control two others.
Under DS/1000-IV,all links are HDLC. The diagramon the
right shows all A-series nodes upgraded to NS/1000 and
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Flg. 3. ruS/7000can increasethe
throughput of program-to-program (PTOP)communicationsapplications either by changing the
Iink from HDLC to IEEE 802.3 or
by recoding to use Net/PC. fhese
pertormance m easurcme nts were
made on A900computers running
only NS programs.

LAN/1000. (The nodes would not have to be convertedall
at once.) Any applications that run in the first network will
run in the second.Communication between the ,\900 and
the A600s will be much faster,becauseof the faster IEEE
802 link and the removal of store-and-forward through the
A700s. The older E- and F-series nodes are unaffectedby
the changes.
Protocol Flexibility
NS/1000'sdesign provides crossoverpaths between the
HP AdvanceNet and DS/1000-N transport layers.This allows mixing and matching of user servicesand physical
links.
The first crossoverpath in Fig. 1, between messageaccounting and IP, is taken when DS messagesare sent over
HP AdvanceNetlinks. The secondcrossoverpath, between
IP and Router, is for HP AdvanceNet messagestransmitted
over DS links. Take the example of an RFA messagesent
over a LAN connection. The originating node preparesthe
messagein DS/1000-IVformat, but must hand the message
over to IP before it can be transmitted on the physical link.
At the destination node, IP hands the request back to the
DS transport layer and the messagecontinues up the DS
protocol stack. The reply makes the same trip in reverse.
When an HP AdvanceNet messageis sent over a DS link,
it is given a temporary DS/1000-N header.
A particular physical connection is an HP AdvanceNet
link if it is tied to the IP layer; IEEE 802 falls into this
category. X.25 and HP Datalink must be DS links, but
HDLC can be either, The HDLC link is shown twice in Fig'
1 as a reminder that a particular interface card can handle
only one type of traffic.
When requestsare destined from an NS/1000node to a
DS/1000-rynode (e.g.,from an ,\600 to an E-Seriesin Fig.
a), the IP layer determines which NS/1000 node is the
gateway to the DS network (the ,t900 in Fig. a). At this
guardian node, the NS routing information is translated to
DS format, and the messageis sent on to its destination.
When the reply is receivedat the guardian,the messageis
put into NS format and sent back to the originator.
There is no crossoverpath for DS/3000servicesor the
Bisvnc link.

DS/l000-lV Network
(all HDLC Links)

InternetworkExamples
Fig. 5 showsa complexcatenetthat includesseveral
types of connections.Nodes within a site are linked on a
LAN (if they are NS/1000nodes) or HDLC router links (if
they are DS/1000-IVnodes).When a messagemoves from
one node to another, it not only has to travel the physical
links shown in Fig. 5, but also the various protocol layers
shown in Fig. 1.
The following two examplesdescribemessagehandling
by protocol layersin eachnode. Theseexampleswere chosen to show the flexibility of routing between different
networks. The software in each node must make routing
decisions, but all of this complexity is hidden from the
application programmer,although much of it must be dealt
with by the network managerwhen eachnode is initialized.
Example 1: Socket name lookup from node B to node D.
The protocol path of this example is diagrammed in Fig.
6. A NetIPC program in node B wants to find out if there
is a socket named MoNlToRgin node D and, if it exists,
what socket descriptor to use when setting up a connection.
The program calls the socket registry intrinsic lpcLookup
with the socket and node names. lpclookupbuilds a name
query request and instructs the PXP transport to send the
messageto node D. PXP adds its headerto the name query
request and passesit to the IP layer. IP determines that D
is not on the same network as B and so it must route the
messagevia some other node on the local LAN. Because
IP's routing tables send all Chicago traffic through node C,
IP instructs LAN to send this messagedestined for node D
to gateway node C. LAN adds its header to the message
and sendsit over IEEE802. The protocol path within node
Bis
--+PXP -> IP -+ LAN + IEEE 802 --->{out B,
lpcLookup
destined for C)
The messageis sent, and the IEEE 802 interface card at
C picks it up. LAN software in node C determines that the
messageis destined for IP, so the LAN header is removed
and the messageis passedto the IP protocol handler, IP's
header indicates that the messageis destined for node D,
so IP consults its tablesfor the route. IP finds that node D

Same Network Upgraded to
NS/1000 and LAN/1000

E
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Fig. 4. ExlstrngDSl1000-lVnetworks can easily be upgraded to
NSl1000and LAN|1000.Older Eand F-Serlesnodes cannot be uPgraded, but can access any NS/
1000node by ustng DS servlces.
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is reachedvia the Router network, using X.25. IP passes
the messageto Router software with instructions to send
it to node D. Router adds a DS header to the requestand
transmitsit overthe X.25 network. The protocolpath in C is

At C, IP looks at the destination addressand determines
that the next step is node D. The messageis handed over
to Router,and Router hands the messageto X.25 for transmission. The protocol stack path in C is

{in C} + IEEE 802 --+ LAN + IP --+ Router --+X.25 --->
LAP-B --+ {out C, destined for D }

{in C} + IEEE 802 --+LAN -+ IP --->Router + X.25 --->
LAP-B --+{out C, destined for D}

At node D, Router removes the DS header and passes
the messageto IP. IP removes its header and hands the
messageup to PXP. PXP removesits headerand hands the
request to the socket registry. The protocol path in the
destination node (D) is

At D, Router hands the messageto IP, which forwards
the messageto the LAN. The protocol path is

{in D} registry

LAP-B -+ X.25 + Router--+IP -+ PXP -+ socket

The socket registry does the lookup, formats a reply to
node B, and transmits it out the same path the incoming
requestjust used.
Example 2: I/O mapping request from A to E. An operator
on a node in San Josewishes to establisha mapped logical
unit (LU) in Chicago.The operator runs REMATat node A
to schedule IOMAPat node E. REMATgeneratesa DEXEC
request,looks in its nodal routing vector for the communicationslink to E, and sendsit out the link to B. The protocol
stack path in A is
DEXEC-+ messageaccounting -+ NRV Lookup --+Router
-+HDLC --+ {out A, destined for B}
The messagearrives at B, an NS/1000node. The Router
softwaredeterminesthe destinationnode is not connected
by another Router link, so it hands the messageto IP. IP
finds that all traffic to the Chicagonetwork must be routed
to C, so it adds its headerand passesthe messageto LAN.
The protocol stack path in B is
{in B} --+HDLC --->Router --+ IP --+ LAN -+ IEEE 802 --->
{out B, destined for C}

SanJose
Fig. 5. fwo different sitesconnected by an X.25 network. On
each site the NSl1000 nodes are connected by a local area
network./n San Jose, two DSl1000-lVnodes are connected
by HDLC links.The article describeshow variousmessages
are passed betweennodes.
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{in D} -+ LAP-B+ X.25 -+ Router--+IP+ LAN+
IEEE 802 + {out D, destined for E}
When the messagearrives at the destination node (E),
LAN removes its header and passesthe messageto IP,
which removes its header and passesthe messageto the
messageaccounting software for processingas a DS message.The requestis given to the DS monitor which executes
remote scheduling requests.The protocol stack path in
node E is
{in E} --+IEEE 802 -+ LAN --+IP ---+messageaccounting --->
scheduling monitor
After the monitor acts upon the request,it sendsa reply
to A. This reply takesthe samepath through protocol layers
and links as the request,but in the reversedirection.
Both of these examples are simplified becausethe requests and replies do not have data buffers. If data were
present,the IP layer would haveto segmentand reassemble
messagesof more than 1490 bytes when they are transmitted acrossIEEE 802 links.
Execution Environment
As the internetwork examples show, NS/1000requires
betweenprotocol layers
efficient methodsto passmessages
and to add or subtractprotocol headers.A significant challengein implementingNS/1000was fitting this architecture
within the RTE-A operating environment without taking
too many system resources,and maintaining a real-time
responselevel for other subsystems.
The heart of NS/1000 messagepassing is the memory
manager.When usersbuild their systems,they can reserve
up to two megabytesof memory for DSAM, the NS/1000
memory area.The NS initialization program allocatesthis
memory for global variables,network tables,and data buffers.
In DS/1000-IV.network tablesare maintained in the RTE
system memory block. Becausethis area is typically less
than eight pages and must be bhared with RTE and other
subsystems,DS networks are limited to about 100 nodes
(dependingupon which network options are being used).
With the NS memory area,severalhundred nodes can be
accommodated.
The DSAM databuffers are implemented as linked lists.
When a headeris added to a message,it is put into DSAM
and linked onto the head of the list. No additional processing is required for the existing portion of the message.
Similarly, at the receiving node the headersare removed
efficiently.

Protocol Layer

Path of Message between Protocol Layers

Application

Transporl

Network

Subnet

Data Link

In the RTE operating system, the code that provides the
protocol layers has to run outside the kernel. The architecture in Fig. 1 suggestsa straightforward implementation:
write each protocol processor(TCP, PXP, Probe, IP) as a
separate program. However, to minimize the number of
process switches, we chose instead to implement all the
inbound protocol handlers in one program (INPRO), and
the outbound handlers in a second (OUTPRO).This has
the added advantageof using only two RTE-A program ID
segments.
Both INPRO and OUTPRO have control code which
switches between the protocol handlers. The protocol
switching code uses path reports and the information provided by the protocol modules to pass messagesto the
proper handler. This flexible structure allows the addition
of new protocols to the NS/1000architecture'
In internetwork example 1, the user program running in
node B uses the lpclookupsubroutine to format the name
query request and passit to OUTPRO.The protocol switching code in OUTPRO hands the messageto PXP' then to
IP, and finally to the LAN link interface, all without the
overheadof additional program dispatching.
Nodal Management
NS/1000includes severalimportant nodal management
tools.
BecauseNS/1000 allows complex networks of computers,the initialization of eachnode can be a significant task'
NS initialization utilities have been designed to tell the
network managerwhat options are available and (whenever
possible)to suggesta default value. These utilities permit
shutting down NS, then restarting it with new parameters.
Once the node is initialized, userscan run the NS information program to seethe status of various network parameters and variables. By looking at how many networking
resourcesare in use, a network managercan tune a node's
initialization to match its application.
NS/1000'strace facility recordsat two levels: data entering and leaving NetIPC sockets and messagesentering and

Fig.6. Example 1 in the text descrlbes the path of an lpcLoot<up
reouest senl from node B to node
D. Thisdiagramsummarizeswhich
protocol layers are involved at
each node.

leaving link interfaces. The captured data can later be
analyzed to verify application programs.
NS/1000 logging records unusual events.At the choice
of the network manager,the logging file can include warnings and recovered errors as well as serious problems.
These messagescan point to areaswhere the node was not
configuredproperly or needsadditional network resources.
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NetworkingServicesfor HP 9000
Computers
Developinga networkingservicefor the membersof the
HP9000familypresenteda numberof designchallenges,
amongthemdealingwith differentmicroprocessor
the introductionof new membersto the
architectures,
family,and being able to communicatewith otherHP
computerproducts.
by J. ChristopherFugitt and DeanR. Thompson
HE HP ADVANCENET IMPLEMENTATION foT
Hewlett-Packard's engineering workstations is a
group of transportsand servicesknown as NS/9000.
NS/9000 servicesallow a user of an HP 9000 Series200.
Series300, or Series500 HP-UX workstation to exchange
files freely with another HP 9000 workstation,an HP 3000
system,or an HP 1000 system.In addition, NS/9000provides transparentfile accessbetweenHP-UX systemsand
direct accessto the Ethernet,IEEE 802.2, and IEEE 802.3
protocols,allowing a sophisticateduserto write high-speed
network applications.NS/9000also provides a set of diagnostic utilities and other aids for diagnosingnetwork configuration problems.
HP 9000 Networking Requirements
In designing the NS/9000 products, we had to satisfy
severalrequirements.
r The HP 9000 machines had to be members of the HP
AdvanceNetfamily. This implied implementationof the
interchangeformat of the network file transferprotocol,
the HP AdvanceNettransports,and the name-to-address
resolution protocol.
I The various membersof the HP 9000 family of HP-UXbased machines had to communicate in a smooth,
reasonablytransparentfashion.The HP-UX standardremote file access(RFA) serviceprovides this capability.
r A straightforward,low-level accessto the Ethernet and
IEEE 802.3 protocols was necessary,since many of our
customerswanted to develop high-speedcustom applicationsaround this LAN. We satisfiedthis by developing
the link-level accessserviceinterface.
r A set of tools was required to help the user diagnose
common hardwareand softwareconfigurationerrors.To
this end, the landiag
and linkloop
utilities were developed
along with an extensive chapter on troubleshootingin
the manuals.
Network File Transfer
The HP AdvanceNet architecture allows HP 9000
machines to exchangefiles with other HP computersvia
the network file transfer(NFT)protocol. HP 9000machines
can participatein an NFT transactionin any of three roles:
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the initiator (the process that requeststhe transfer), the
producer (the processthat reads and transmits the source
file), or the consumer (the processthat receivesand stores
the transmitted file).
The dscopycommand provides the user interfacefor initiating a file transfer.The basicsyntaxfor this commandis:
dscopysource-node#login:password#filename
desLnode#login:
password#f
ilename
Degeneratecasesare allowed when either the source or
destination node is the local machine. The toginparameter
identifies the user to the remote systemsfor validation of
accessrights and specificationof ownership of the destination file. If the user provides only the login followed by a
colon for this parameter,dscopywill prompt for the necessary passwordwith echoing suppressed.Other parameters
(not shown here) allow the user to specify file characteristics, such as whether records are fixed or variable-length,
and whether the file contains ASCII or binary data.
NFT was originally implementedaspart of the LAN/9000
product.l This original implementation provided only the
homogeneoussystem (transparentmode) portions of the
NFT protocol, since the specification was still evolving.
This was implemented in MODCAL (a Pascalderivative)
in the kernel space of the Series 500. For the NS/9000
products,this original code was convertedto C and placed
in user space. The code was then augmented with the
nonhomogeneoussystem portions of the protocol (interchangemode).Correctoperationacrossthe various systems
was verified by an extensiveset of test scenarios(seebox,
next page).
Remote File Access
Remote file access(RFA) provides smooth, transparent
accessto files on other HP-UX systems.The basis of RFA
is the network special file. This is a special file, similar to
a device file, that identifies the remote component of a
path to the file system. A network special file is created
for each remote machine on the network.
To accessone of the machines on the network, the user
first establishesaccesscredentialswith the remotemachine

ConnectingNS/9000and NS/3000
ConnectingHP computer products togetheris a vital part of
the HP AdvanceNetstrategy.Part of the connectionwas made
possiblewith the releaseof the NS/3000and NS/9000products,
providingnetworkfile transferas the common servicefor transferring data. However,even with these releases,the NS/9000
and NS/3000connectionwas not free.
Beforeconnectingthe NFT servrcebetweenthe HP 3000 and
the HP 9000, majorproblemshad to be addressed.The firstwas
the lile system differences.The HP 9000 containsthe HP-UX
hierarchicalfile system in which there is only one type of file: a
streamof bytes.These bytes can be ASCIIcharactersor binary
data.The meaningof thesebytes dependson the programsthat
interpretthat file.Thereare no record structureformatsimposed
on the file, and only sequentialaccess is possible.The HP 3000
containsthe MPEfile system,whichhas multiplefile types,The
file type identifiesthe data containedin the file and the record
structureol the lile. The HP 3000 also allowsfile locking.
After investigationof the file system differences,it became
clear the NFT service had to grow from a file transferservice
serviceas well.The HP-UXfileswere
into a file type translation
defaultedto the variableASCII (VA) file type on the HP 3000.
New optionswere createdon both the HP 9000 and the HP 3000
to allow for the HP-UXtranslationto fixed ASCII (FA) variable
binary(VB),and fixed binary(FB)file types. Theselile types are
the only ones supportedfor transferto and from the HP 9000.
The newline
characteris usedto denotethe end of recordin ASCII
HP 9000 file transfersto the HP 3000.
In transferringbinary files, the NFT servrcedoes not perform
of data. For instance,if a data file that contains
any interpretation
floating-pointnumbersis transferredto a differentsystemtype,
there is no guaranteethat the remotesystemcan read the repConsequently,the usabilityof target
resentationas floating-point.
files must be determinedby the applicationsthat use them.
When an HP 9000 Jileis transferredto the HP 3000, the MPE
operatingsystem preallocatesspace for the file. To do this, the
MPE system must get the maximumnumber of logical records
in the file from the HP 9000. The HP 9000 approximatesthis
valueby dividingthe numberof bytesin thelile by 15.In creating
fixed files,the HP 9000 defaultsthe flle size to 160 bytes.These
values work fine for the majorityof the transfersbut can cause
problemsin sometransfers.SpecialNFToptionshave been provided to changethesevaluesif needed.The implicationsof these
assumptions
and defaults,and the optionsusedto changethem,
are fully described in the NS/9000and NS/3000manuals.
Other problems centered around various design decisions
made for the HP 9000 and HP 3000 transports.The HP 9000
inabilityto
transportdesign consistedof batch retransmissions,
timeoutvalues
receiveout-of-orderpackets,and retransmission
in the rangeof 200 ms. In contrast,the HP 3000transportdesign
abilityto receiveout-ofconsistsof single-packetretransmission,

command:
by means of the netunam
netunam
ile login:password
/nevnetwork-special-f
This createsa logical connection with the remote system
specified by the network special file for this user. Other
commands
users on the system can also perform netunam
to the samesystemwith different logins.Eachuser'slogical
connectionsare kept separate,thus maintaining the proper

Common
Service:
NFT

Common
Service:
NFT

Common
Service:
NFT

*Not yei tested with NS/3000 and NS/9(x)0.

Fig. 1. Current and future network tile transfer (NFT)service
connectionsbetuveenNSl9000and other HP networksetvices
proclucts.
timeoutvalues in the range
order packets,and retransmission
of 2 seconds. This design mismatchcreated problems under
stressconditions.Eventuallythe designfor the HP9000transport
was changed to that of the HP 3000.
To integrate NS/3000and NS/9000,a separate group was
formedto test the connection.This group consistedol personnel
from the Colorado NetworksDivision,RosevilleNetworksDivision,and InformationNetworksDivision.Testingwas dividedinto
functionaltestrngand systemtesting.
A definitiondocumentwas createdto define the functionality
supported in the NS/3000and NS/9000connection.This document was used as the basis for manualextensionsin both NS
manuals.Functionaltestingwas executedfrom both the HP 9000
side and the HP 3000 side on the NFT,transports,LAN driver,
and Probe modules.Systemtesting was executed to test that
the connectioncould withstandstressfor long periodsof time.
Testing of this heterogeneousconnectionrelied heavilyon the
fact that these products had alreadybeen thoroughlytested for
the homogeneousconnection.Defectsfoundwerefixedand new
releasesfor NS/9000and NS/3000providedthe heterogeneous
functionality.
ConnectingNS/9000and NS/3000was one step in implementing the HP AdvanceNetstrategy.The NFT servicebetweenNS/
9000 and NS/1000and NSI/AX will soon be added, as shown
i n F i g .1 .
Tim DeLeon
ProjectManager
ColoradoNetworksDivision

level of security.
the user can accessfiles on the remote
After the netunam,
system as if its root directory were mounted on top of the
network special file. For example:
ile/users/lan
ls /nevnetwork-special-f
directory on the remote
will list the contentsof the /users/lan
system,and
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cd /nevnetworlLsp€cial-file/users/lan
'will establish/users/lan
on the remote system as the user's
current working directory. Access to files in that directory
on the remote system can then proceed as if the files were
local. Any path names that begin with a leading slash (l)
are always considered relative to the local root even if the
current working directory is remote.
The specification for the RFA service was developed as
a part of the original LAN/9000 product for the Series 500.
The Series 200/300 implementation was developed to
adhere to that specification. This extends to both the protocol itself (the packet formats that are actually transferred
acrossthe network) and the syntax of the associatedcommands and the error information that is returned by them.
The second part, consistent error reporting, is especially
important in that it makes applications using RFA (shell
scripts, etc.) fully transportablebetween the systems.
Link-Level Access
Link-level (data link layer) access(LLA) allows a user to
transmit and receive Ethernet or IEEE 802.3 frames with a
minimum of overhead.This accessis provided through the
file system in a fashion similar to raw accessto other devices such as discs,
LLA activity is centeredaround a device file. This file
references the appropriate LAN interface card and also
specifiesthe protocol to be used. The HP 9000 supports
communication via both the IEEE s02.3 and the Ethernet
protocols through the same interface simultaneously. Fig.
1 shows the header formats of the two protocols.For outbound traffic, there is no ambiguity regarding which protocol should be used since this is specified by the device
file. For inbound traffic, however, the choice of how to
'interpret the frame is more complicated. To do this, we
rely on someinteresting alignments between the headers.
When a frame is received, it is treated initially as if it
were an IEEE 802.3 packet. The length field is examined
and checkedfor validity. If this field caries a valid length
(0 to 1500),then the frame is assumedto be an IEEE802.3
packet. If the length is invalid, the frame is assumedto
belong to the Ethernet protocol. (Since Xerox has restricted
the type field use in this range,this is a safeassumption.)
Using the LLA service is as straightforward as using any
other devicefile. The following is pseudocodefor a simple
LLA command sequence:
= open(/dev/LAN-device-file)
descriptor
ioctl(descriptor,
LOG-SSAP,
s-sap)
ioc'tl(descriptor,
LOG-DESTINATION-ADDRESS,
d-sap)
write(descriptor,
data)
read(descriptor,
data2)
close(descriptor)
To initiate the operation,the user opens the proper device file. This establishesthe interface to be used and the
protocolto be spoken.The open call returnsa file descriptor
that identifies this particular LLA instance.This descriptor
is then passed to an ioctlcall to specify the source service
accesspoint (SSAP) to be associatedwith this instance.
Any inbound frames whose destination service access
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point (DSAP)field correspondsto this value will be queued
for reading on this file descriptor. A second ioal call is
made to specify which remote machine is of interest. When
a frame is transmitted, this address will be placed by the
driver in the destination address field of the packet. After
these ioctls,data can be transmitted and received by making
write and read calls. When the user is finished, the file is
closed, returning any resources that have been dedicated
to it by the driver.
Additional ioctlcalls are available to control other packet
header fields or the amount of caching associated with a
file descriptor and to provide accessto statisticskept by
the card and driver. Control of certain other card configuration parameters is also performed via ioctl.
Dlagnostics
NS/9000 provides two diagnostic functions to help the
user troubleshoot any hardware or software configuration
problems that may arise. The first of these is the landiag
utility. This allows the user to obtain statistics about a
network interface and to provide some control over the
interface. Landiagalso allows the user to bounce packets off
a remote HP 9000 at the service level, verifying that the
transports and addressing information are correct.
The second diagnostic utility is the linkloopprogram.
Linkloopuses link-level-access to bounce packets off the
driver level of the remote system. It performs this by transmitting IEEE 802 test frames, which are looped back by
any remote systemthat supports the IEEE 802 protocol.
The use of these functions is tied together by a comprehensive troubleshooting guide in the manuals. With it,
a user can quickly isolate and correct most network configuration problems.
Using the Network during Development
The network was used very heavily during the development of the NS/9000product. Since the Series500 already
had homogeneous network facilities in place, these were
used from the very beginning of the project. Source code
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was kept on a large central Series500. All systemreleases
were built there and transferred via the LAN, using the
network services,to the test machines.
Since the Series300 initially had no networking capability, a di"fferentstrategywas employed.The Series300 networking product is implemented on the Leaf Node Architecture and much of this code is sharedwith other implementations (see box below). Common accessto the
source code had to be provided, so it was also placed on
a large central Series 500. To build a system,the source
code had to be moved to a Series 300. Initially this was
accomplished by staging the code through a shared resource manager (an earlier form of proprietary local area
networking, providing a dedicatedfile server,availablefor
HP 9000workstations)that was accessibleby both systems.
As the network becamestable on the Series 300, a series

of shell scriptswas provided that retrievedthe files directly
from the source data base on the Series500 via the RFA
service,
Since all IIP 9000 family membersshare common network interfacedefinitions. much of the test code and other
tools were also shared. These tests were also distributed
to the various test machines via the LAN.
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Leaf Node Architecture
After the implementationof the networkingcode for the HP
9000 Series500 Computersin 1983, a plan was formulatedto
place the entire range of the computerproduct line on HP's
strategicnetwork,HP AdvanceNet.At that time the HP 150 Personal Computer (also called the Touchscreen)was just being
introduced,and it was clear that it and its successorswould
have to networkto the HP 3000 Computer.
includingreusingcode
We lookedat a numberof alternatives,
from the HP 9000 Series500, HP 3000, and other places. However, it was determinedthat none of these would provide an
appropriatesolutionfor a personalcomputer.In particular,these
alternativesrequireda robustmultiprocessingoperatingsystem
as well as large amountsof memory.Since such resourcesare
not availableon the HP 150, it was evident that a totally new
network transportwould have to be designed. lt seemed that
the best thing to do would be to design for maximumportability
and minimumsize.Withthis in mind,we designeda systemthat
requires very few capabilitiesfrom the operating system, but
instead implementsthe required support itself. This became
known as the PersonalComputerNetworkingArchitecture.The
reasonfor calling it an architecturewas that it defined the way
all of the rest of the networkcode was to be constructed,and
the rulesthat it must obey.
Severalbenefitsare derived from this new architecture.The
first is that, because the networkcode is minimallydependent
upon the operatingsystem,it is maximallyportable between a
wide varietyof machines.This spans severaloperatingsystems
and processortypes. The second benefitis that it is much more
efficientthan some previous implementations.This is not only
becausewe learnedfrom our previousexperience,but alsothat
we were able to tune the architectureroutinesspecificallyfor
operatingsystem
networkingratherthanusethe general-purpose
eauivalents.
was beingdesigned,the HP 9000
At the timethisarchitecture
Series200/300Computerdesignerswere also lookingfor a designthatmightbe betteradaptedto theirneedsthanthe origlnal
Series500 implementation.After studyingthe possibilityextensively,it becameevidentthat the PC architecturewould be easy
to use with very few adaptations.One was the use of the C
language,sincethe code
languageas the primarydevelopment
would haveto executeinsidethe HP-UXoperatingsystemkernel.
C was alsosupportedon more machinesthan any otheravailable
language.Anotheradaptation
wasthe capabilityof handlingmul-
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Fig, 1. Ihe Leaf Node Architectureprovides a standard interface between the networksoftwareand the operating system.
tiple users,somethingthat MS"-DOS is not concernedwith. lt
was renamed the Leaf Node Architecture,primarilyto denote
that it was intentionallynot designedfor networkgatewayoperto designand implement.
expensive
ations,whichareparticularly
Detalls
The Leaf Node Architectureperformsseveralfunctions:
r lt isolatesthe rest of the networkcode from operatingsystem
and hardwarespecificsby providinga standardized,portable
interface.
r lt providesa highlytunedset of utilitiesfor generaluse by the
networkorotocols.
I lt standardlzesthe methodused by the protocolsto communiand modularize
cate. In so doing,it also helpsto streamline
the networkprotocolsoftware.
The architectureconsistsof the followingmodules(see Fig.
1): memory management,critical section protection,multiprocessmanagement,error logging,tracing utilities,utilitymacoperationssuch as conros,errorhandling,and network-specific
nectionmanagement,butfer management,port number alloca-
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All of
tion,timermanagement,
and interprotocol
communication.
these are tuned to networkuse. For example,the memorymanager is not general-purpose,
and thereforerequiresa mere 1140
bytes even when coded in the C languageon the Series200
and 300. The interorotocolcommunicationmodule consistsof
no code at all; it is merelya set of rules,conventions,and data
structures.Other modulessuch as multiprocessmanagement
may in fact use the HP-UXoperatingsystemJacilitieswhenavailable,but emulatethosefacilitiesin an MS-DOSsystem.
What Have We Learned?
The objectivesfor the leaf node architecturewere portability,
overallsmallsize,and executionefficiency.Thesewereachieved
to a large extent.
The portabilityof this code is demonstratedby the fact that
this architectureto date is functionalon numerousmachines,
includingthe HP 9000 Series200 and 300 Computers,Digital
Equipment CorporationVAXI/MS systems, and the HP 150,
Touchscreenll, and VectraPersonalComputers.The portability
includesnot only the networkproduct itself,but extendsto the
test harnessesthat were used to exercisethe code. In addition,
because much of the code shares a common source between

Robinson designedthe servicesinterface to the network,
Thom BartzimplementedNFT acrossthe family, and Christian Brunet developed the landiagutility. We would also
like to thank the test team of Dennis Freidel, Alan Burke,
Ken Aird, Tim Remple,and Arun Chandrafor their efforts.
Finally, we would like to thank the other membersof the
management
team:Jim Willits, JohnBugarin,and our section
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multipleproducts,we were able to find and fix defects once in
the common code ratherthan rediscoveringsimilardefects in
the differentproducts.
The size of the leaf node implementationon the Series300 is
less than half the size of the previous Series 500 networking
implementation.
This is primarilybecause it was designedfor a
restrictedset of functionalityand implementedin C.
The efficiency is harder to measure, but experimentshave
shownthat the Leaf Node Architecturedesignsare substantially
fasterthan previousimplementations.
One otherthing learnedin this projectwas that particularservices such as networkfile transferand remotef ile access should
not necessarilybe implementedwithinthe constraintsoJthe Leaf
Node Architecture.One reasonis that these servicesare highly
integratedwith the operating system. Another is that they are
not sensitiveto real{ime constraintsas is the transport.These
servicesare, however,designed for portabilityin themselves.
Carl Dierschow
ProjectManager
ColoradoNetworksDivision

manager,
SandyChumbley.
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X.25Wide Area Networkingfor HP
Computers
HPprovidesaccesstoX.25packetswitchednetworksfor
HPcomputers,
andin cooperationwith
anothercompany,
can provideentirenetworks.
by Pierry Mettetal
ROUND 1977,DISTRIBUTEDDATA PROCESSING
beganto displacemainframebatch data processing.
Since that time, computers have become smaller,
cheaper, and more numerous, and people have become more
and more interested in connecting them together to form
data communications networks and distributed systems.
A data communications network is a data transmission
system that interconnects data processing equipment at
separate locations. When these locations are geographically
remote from each other fin different cities, states, or even
countries), then the network is generally referred to as a
wide area network (WANI. When the geographic coverage
of a network is much smaller, either within a building or
connecting buildings within a distance of a few kilometers,
it is referred to as a local area network (LAN).
Hewlett-Packard has been involved in distributed data
processing and data communications networks for many
years. With the introduction of HP AdvanceNet in 1984
Hewlett-Packard has committed itself to implement international standard protocols compatible with the ISO Open
Systems Interconnection (OSI) model as soon as this becomes practical. Compatibility with the OSI model brings
several benefits, but a majbr one is that OSI compatibility
favors peer-to-peer communications among multivendor
equipment, which is part of the HP AdvanceNet strategy.
Hewlett-Packard started the program by implementing two

lnteractive

international standards: the X.25 protocol for wide area
networking and the IEEE 802.3 (and 802.4 in the future)
protocols for the local area networking.

Wide Area NetworkingAlternatives
Today we can talk about four main alternatives for wide
area networking:
r Circuit switched (dial-up communications)
r Dedicated circuits (leased linesJ
r Packet switched public data networks
r Packet switched private data networks.
Other alternatives such as satellite channels and microwave links are now used mainly as parts of such networks
rather than as total solutions.
The circuit-switched option, also commonly called dialup communications, is tariffed based on both time and
distance. Therefore, it is chosen for networks where communication sessions are relatively local and of short duration. This option can use voice-grade lines of a telephone
network. The telephone line is the cheapest method for
low-volume and low-speed (up to 2400 baud) data transfer.
Digital lines can be used for higher-speed data transfer (up
to 1,024kilobaud). However, digital lines are quite expensive and are usually used only between a few selected sites.
The dedicated circuits, or leased lines, option is commonly used in point-to-point networks and multipoint net-

Traffic Mix
WAN Alternatives:
1. Circuit Switched
2. Dedicated Circuits
3. Public Packet Switched
4. Private Packet Switched.
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Fig. 1. Relativecoverage of wide
area netvvorkalternatives.

works in the United States. This service is tariffed based
solely on distance.Therefore,it is preferredwhen the user
sites are few and traffic is heavy and constant (high-volume
batch traffic).
The packet switched public data network option is a
goodchoicefor medium-to-low-volumetraffic. This service
is tariffed based on both connection time and traffic volume. but not on distance.It is therefore best suited for a
large number of sites spread over great distances and with
sporadic traffic.
The packet-switched private data network option is a
good choice for medium-to-high-volume traffic. Tariffed
basedon distance,it combinesthe multiplexing of packet
switching with the time and volume independenceof dedicated circuits.
Fig. 1 shows the relative coverage of these networking
alternatives versus the traffic mix, the traffic volume, and
the number of sites to be interconnected.
X.25 Packet Switched Nehtork
The basic principle of packet switching consistsin splitting data into small pieces called data packets,adding to
each packet some information such as the sender and destination addresses, and finally sending these packets
through a transportation facility called a packet switched
network (PSN).The X.25 protocol definesthe communication interface between the user equipment and the transportation network. In other words, it definesthe accessto the
packet switched network. More details on CCITT Recommendation X.25 are presentedlater in this article.
A PSN is madeup of switching nodesand datacommunication links. A switching node is a data communication
processorthat routes the data packetscoming from different
through datacomsendersand goingto different addressees
munication links. Some data communication links (mainly
dedicatedcircuits and/or telephonelines) are dedicatedto
connections between the user equipment and the switching
nodes. The others (dedicated circuits, satellite channels,
digital lines, etc.)are used to connectthe switching nodes,
as shown in Fig. 2. A separateprocessorcalled the network
control center (NCC)handles network management(access
control, statistics,billing, failure tracking, etc.).
One of the main benefits of packet switching is a better
sharing of both switching nodes and data communication
links as a result of multiplexing. Fig. 2 illustratesthis principle: the user equipment ,A,1sends data packets to A2
while 81 sendsdata packetsto 82 and C1 sendsdata packets to both C2 and C3. It is assumedthat r\1, Bt, and Ct
send data packetsconcurrently. Fig. 2 shows that data packets from .\1 and C1 are multiplexed on link L1 and data
packetsfrom 81 and C1 are multiplexed on link L2. From
the users' point of view it looks as if the pairs A7-A2,
87-82,C1-Cz,and C1-C3all havetheir own private circuits.
These are called virtual circuits (see Fig, 3). The PSN is
said to be private when the user equipment and the PSN
equipment (inside the cloud) belong to the samecompany.
Otherwise, the company that owns and maintains the PSN
equipment provides other companies with a tariffed transportation service and the PSN is then said to be public.

Fig. 2, X.25-based packet swrtched network configuration.

Why X.25?
As alreadymentioned, X.25 is an international standard
protocol.It hasbeenadoptedtoday by many manufacturers,
including IBM, Digital Equipment, Data General, Wang,
and others,and therefore,it favors communication among
multivendor equipment.
X.25 offers high connectivity. By using only one data
communication link to the PSN, one user system is able
to connect concurrently to many remote systems and/or
workstations.
Almost all packet switched public data networks worldwide use X.25 as the PSN accessprotocol. Furthermore,
almost all these networks are compatible and can communicate with each other becausethey use a common addressingschemebasedon another international standard,
X.12'l,.In other words, any X.25 user can accessan already
existing worldwide public PSN.
Network availability is crucial becausethe information
carried is .essentialfor the user companies. Most of the
public networks maintain a network uptime factor better
than 99%. It can be assumedthat a very similar figure is
achieved by private networks.
The closeduser group facility for the public network and
the network control center for the private network ensure
the samesecurity level on PSNsthat is achievedon point-

Flg.3. X.25-basedpacket switchednetwotk vittualcircuits.
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to-point networks,
On private networks especially,the NCC offers efficient
control of the equipment by providing statistics,billing,
investment forecasts,and other managementdata.
Becauseof the high connectivity they provide, X.25basedPSNs offer a great deal of flexibility for growth and
configuration changes.
Last but not least,the X.25-basedPSN is a very attractive
performance/costalternative for several reasons.It is a
single solution for a wide rangeof applications:interactive
and batch traffic, low-to-high-volume traffic, medium-tolarge numbers of sites, and multivendor data processing
equipment. It reducesthe number of data communication
links required by meansof dynamic adaptiverouting, high
connectivity, and compatibility with existing networks. It
allows better use and sharing of the data communication
equipment (switching nodesand links) by its intrinsic multiplexing capability. Finally, it aids network optimization
by offering increased control, flexibility, and reliability
over other alternatives;this is particularly true for private
networks.
Hewlett-PackardX.25 Capabililies
We can distinguish two different types of HP X.2S-based
product capabilities.
The first type of product provides customerswith X.25
accessfor existingHP computer systemssuch asHP 3000s,
HP 1000s,HP 9000s,and future generationsof HP computer
systems.In addition, HP offersdedicateddatacommunication equipment (HP 2334A)for connectingworkstationsto
X.2S-based
PSNs(seeFig. a).

The secondtype of product is the X.25-basedPSN itself,
Hewlett-Packardcan provide its customerswith switching
nodes and the associatednetwork control center for them
to build an X.25-basedpacket switched private data network. The key to this capability is a joint marketing agreement with M/A-COM, a large telecommunicationsequipment company. Hewlett-Packardhas selected M/A-COM
equipment for its own private X.25-basedPSN.Ultimately,
this network will consist of 30 switching nodesacrossthe
United States,Europe, and the Far East,a redundant network control system(two NCCs),and 45 dedicatedcircuits
(leased lines) connecting up to 2000 computers. Fig. 5
showsa typical HP M/A-COM privateX.2S-based
multivendor transport network and Fig. 6 shows typical applications.
CCITT Recommendation X.25
CCITT (InternationalTelegraph and TelephoneConsultative Committee) study group VII was formed in 1.9721o
develop standardsfor the new public data networks. One
question was to determine if use of packet switching technology was appropriatefor public data networks (PDN).In
1976, a proposal was submitted to the final meeting of
study group VII. That was the birth of CCITT Recommendation X.25. The X.25 Recommendation
becamea technically sound, practical standard in 1980.
The ISO (InternationalOrganizationfor Standardization)
has developed the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
ReferenceModel to define a standardarchitecturefor system interconnections.This model provides a universally
applicable structure,servesas a referenceto position exist-
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Flg.4. Hewlett-Packard
X.25 access caoabilltles.

ing standards,facilitatescompatibleinterconnections,and
will enablean evolution of advancingtechnology into the
future.
The ReferenceModel has seven layers.The application
layer directly servesthe end user,which is the application
process.The presentation layer provides the servicesto
allow the application processto interpret the meaning of
the information exchanged.The sessionlayer supportsthe
dialog betweencooperatingapplication processes,binding
and unbinding them into a communicating relationship.
The transport layer provides end-to-endcontrol and information interchange with the level of reliability that is
neededfor the application. The network layer provides the
means to establish,maintain, and terminate the switched
connectionsbetween end systems.The data link layer provides synchronization and error control for the information
transmitted over the physical link. The physical layer provides the electrical,mechanical,functional, and procedural
characteristics to activate, maintain, and deactivate the
physical connection.Collectively,the lower four layerscan
be considereda "bit pipe" for transferringinformation between communicating end systems.
How does RecommendationX.25 fit into the OSI Reference Model? The X.25 Recommendationdefines the operationsfor the three lower layersof the OSI ReferenceModel
(physical, data link, and network layers).
RecommendationX.25 referencesothers recommendations for the physical-levelcharacteristics.Theseare X.21,
which definesa general-purposeinterfacefor synchronous
operations, and X.21 bis, which is the equivalent of IEC
RS-232-CA/.24.These standards specify the electrical
characteristics.The physical accessto the X.25 network is
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Flg.6. Typicalapplications
specified for a dedicated accesscircuit.
X.25 link-level proceduresareresponsiblefor the transfer
of frames, without loss or duplication, over the physical
link betweenthe user (the dataterminal equipmentor DTE)
and the network (the data circuit terminating equipment
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or DCE). LAP (link access procedure) was designed first,
followed later by LAP-B (link access procedure balanced).
LAP-B is now the preferred implementation and is available in all networks. Two link-level entities exchange
frames, which contain a header, information, and a trailer.
X.25 packet level provides the virtual circuit service.
Permanent virtual circuits can be compared to dedicated
Ieased circuits. Switched virtual calls can be associated
with dial-up circuits. X.25 procedures apply at the DTE/
DCE interfaces (see Fig. 7). They are independent of any
public data network internal interfaces.
Two packet-level entities exchange packets. Packets are
carried in information frames, as shown in Fig. B.
A packet contains a header (3 bytes) which is followed
either by user data or by control fields. The packet header
contains various pieces of protocol information:
r The logical channel number is used to differentiate between virtual circuits.
r The packet type ID identifies the specific packet (data
packet, call packet, etc.)
A logical channel number (LC1) exists between the local
DTE and the local DCE. Another logical channel number
[LCZ) exists between the remote DTE and the remote DCE.
It is the responsibility of the network to establish the relation between LC1 and LCz. This is a very important point
to understand. The X.25 procedures are defined at the interface between a DTE and a DCE. But the network itself
performs actions like establishing relations between logical
channel numbers, routing packets, and so on. Connecting
two systems with a hardwired line is completely different
from connecting two systems through a public data network. When system A and system B are connected with a
hardwired line, what is generated by A is received by B
without any changes. So, B must understand what A says.
When A and B are connected through a public data network, if A sends some information to B, this information
travels through the network and the network may add or
remove some information before giving it to B. B must
understand what is generated by the DCE, regardless of
what A generated. In other words, systems only have to
follow the interface rules. They do not need to know how
the network works.
The X.25 packet level takes over after the physical and
link levels are up and running. Packet level uses the service
provided by the link level, which itself uses the service
provided by the physical level. The main actions the packet
level performs are :
I Call establishment
r Data transfer
r Call clearing
r Call reinitialization
r Control and recoverv actions.

Public Data Network

Fig.7. X.25 procedures apply at the DTEIDCEinterfaces.
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Flg.8. A packet containsa three-byteheader followed either
by user data or by control fields. Packets are carried in information frames.
To perform these actions, different types of packets are
available along with the procedures to follow. For example,
to establish a virtual circuit, the X.25 recommendation tells
which packet to send to the network, which packet to expect from the network, and how to react to the received
packets. Let's say that DTE A wants to establish a virtual
circuit to DTE B to exchange data. DTE A sends a call
request packet to the local DCE (the call request packet
contains B's address). The local DCE (A) routs the packet
to another DCE (close to DTE B) and waits for an answer.
This DCE accepts the packet, sends an incoming call packet
to DTE B and waits for an answer. The incoming call packet
contains A's address. DTE B decides to accept the call and
sends back a call accepted packet to its local DCE, which
forwards the packet to its counterpart DCE. This DCE sends
DTE A a call connected packet. A virtual circuit is now
established between A and B. They can both use it to exchange data. When A or B decides that it has no more data
to transfer, it can clear the virtual circuit by using the
appropriate packets.

Conclusion
TheX.25procedures
definethepacketthataDCEexpects
from a DTE to perform a precise action and the packet that
the DCE must send back to the DTE. In other words, the
X.25 procedures are written from the point of view of a
DCE; they specify the actions and reactions of a DCE. Many
issues are left for further study by Recommendation X.25,
and some behaviors have not been standardized yet.
Since DTE actions are not specified at all, some choices
have to be made to do an X.25 implementation on a particuIar system. An HP system connected to a public data network acts as a DTE, so it must have a DTE behavior, which
is unspecified. Therefore, designers try to look at Recommendation X.25 through a mirror to determine how a DTE
should behave. For this reason, different X.25 implementations are sometimes not able to communicate with each
other. Presumably these issues will be resolved in the future.

DMI/3000:A MoveTowardIntegrated
Communication
Sysfems'Digital
ThisproductimplementsAT&TInformation
Multiplexedlnterfacestandardto providecommunication
betweencomputersandterminalsor othercomputersover
privatedigitaltelephonenetworks.
by NancyL. Navarro,DeepakV. Desai,and TimothyC. Shafer
SING EXISTING TELEPHONE WIRES to provide
communication among host computers and terminals is by no meansa new idea. Modems have made
this possible for some time, and data is carried by phone
lines in voice and dataPBX (privatebranch exchange)systems.
However, using a standard,nonproprietary interface to
provide computer communication over private digital telephone networks is a relatively new idea. Hewlett-Packard
has participated in the developmentof a standardfor one
such interface, called the Digital Multiplexed Interface
tDMD.t This standard, announced by AT&T Information
Systemsand supported by over 60 companiesalong with
Hewlett-Packard(see box, page 47), promises to lead to
more efficient and cost-effectivePBX-basedterminal-tohost communication.
Some History
In recent years, two factors have pointed to the need for
a new means of connecting multiple terminals to hostsfirst, the increasingcomplexity and cost of PBX-basedterminal-to-hostcommunication, and second,evolving international standardsfor data networking using existing telephone wiring.
PBXs were originally designed to provide economical
telephone serviceon a single businesspremise and to consolidate connections from a single premise to the public
or long-distancetelephone network. As such, they were
designedfor carrying analog (voice) signals.Advances in
the last decade or so have led to digital PBXs and CBXs
(computerizeC branch exchanges),which carry digital,
rather than analogsignals,and which can, therefore,carry
both voice and data over standardtelephone wires.
The advantage realized through the use of PBX-based
data switching is primarily that telephonelines, ratherthan
specially installed dedicated links, can be used to carry
information. When changesto the data wiring system must
be made fairly often (to accommodateadditional users or
for other reasons),maintaining dedicatedlinks can be more
costly and more difficult than maintaining the same data
connectionsusing existing telephone wiring.
Despite this advantage,however, PBX-baseddata communications has not been without its drawbacks.
Although they can use existing wiring, PBX-basedterminal-to-host and host-to-hostconnections also require the

use of proprietary interfaces available from various PBX
vendors.Different PBXsrequire different proprietary interfaces,which are provided by devicescalled data modules.
Two data modules are needed for every terminal-to-host
connection (seeFig. 1a). This system of proprietary interfaces,while initially satisfyinga site'sneedfor terminal-toPBX-to-host communication, can in many casesbecome
problematic as more and more terminals are added to a
given system,creating a multiplicity of data modules and
wiring neededto connectdatamodules with terminals and
hosts.2
Also, despite the development and use of digital PBX
systemsfor data communication, such systemsare not op-

t

I
Digital
Telephones
with Integrated
Data Modules
Digital
Telephones
with Oata
Modules

Fig. 1. PBX-basedhost-to-terminalconnections. (a) Typical
interfacing. (b) DMl/3000 interfacing.
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Glossarv of DMI Terms
Bipolar signal.Anothernamelor alternatemarkinversionsignaling,the type of signalused in T1 transmission.
Pulsesare transmittedwitha 50% duty cycleand with the polarityof alternate1
bits inverted.
CCITT, International
Telegraphand TelephoneConsultative
Committee,
an international
body formedunderthe auspicesof
the UnitedNationsto developworldwidestandardsfor datacomprotocolsand methods.
munications
CEPT.Conferenceof EuropeanPostaland Telecommunications
Administrations,
the Europeanbody that recommendsand apmethods.
orovesstandardsfor Eurooeantelecommunications
D4. Theframingtechniquecurrentlyusedon 1.544-Mbit/s
digital
lransmission
facilities(used in NorthAmericaand Japan).D4
framesconsistof 192bits plusone delimiterknownas the frame
bit for a totalof 193 brts/frame.
Data accessmodule. The interfacebetween digital PBXs and
hostcomputersand betweenPBXsand terminals.
Currently,
data
accessmodulesusuallyprovidea standardinterface(such as
proRS-232-C)
ior attachmentto a computer,and a proprietary
tocolfor passinginformation
throughlhe PBX.
.1
DSr. Digitalsignallevel , the termwidelyusedin NorthAmerica
to describethe standard1.544-Mbit/s
multiplexsignalused for
digitaltransmission
acrosstelephonewire.
Dual-rail data. Datatransmittedin such a way that alternatebits
are presenton two separatesignallines.In DMli3000,the DSl
cardconvertsbioolardatareceivedf romtheT1 carrierto dual-rail
data.

timized for data transmission, since they were originally
designed as voice communication systems.
At the same time that the drawbacks of past PBX-based
networking were becoming more apparent, the advent of
digital telecommunications spurred the International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT) to
develop standards for digital telecommunications to ensure
that worldwide telecommunications, such as international
calling, would still be possible as different countries
changed their previously analog networks to new, digital
technology. A direct result of the CCITT's efforts is a set
of standards called ISDN, for Integrated Services Digital
Network. ISDN proposes standards for a broad set of digital
communications requirements, including transmission
and switching methods, equipment interfaces, and service
functions. Ultimately, it is thought that when implemented
around the world, ISDN will enable digital communication
between virtually any systems that can transmit digital
information-whether
it be voice, comDuter data. or even

F.. Extendedframingformat,which is expectedto replaceD4
in NorthAmerica.Fuf ramingincorf ramingfor DS1transmission
porateserrormeasurement
and a datalinkin additionto providing
f raming.
to divide
Framing.The techniqueused in digitaltransmission
possible.
data into segmentsto makesynchronization
HDLC. High-leveldata link control,a protocoldesignedto prevent transmissionerrorstrom being interpretedas error-freeby
HDLC
of HDLCthatincorporates
the receiver.LAP-D,a variation
as part of ISDN
and additionalfeatures,has been incorporated
for signaling.
recommendations
ISDN. IntegratedServicesDigitalNetwork,a currenllyevolving
of digitaldata.
worldwidestandardfor transmission
LAP-D.Linkaccessprocedure,D channel.A data linkprotocol
that is a modi{icationof the HDLC protocol.LAP-D includes
HDLC,and adds functionssuch as errorcorrection.LAP-Dhas
in ISDNrecommendations.
been incoroorated
Reference
OSI ReferenceModel, Open SystemsInterconnection
netdescriptionol data communications
Model,a hierarchical
Standards
work functionsestablishedbv lSO,the International
Organization.
carrierused in North
T1. The name for the digitaltransmission
America.T1 carriercan accommodate24 64-kbitischannels,at
a totalrateot 1.544Mbits/s.
Time division multiplexing (TDM). Allowingseveralseparate
signalsourcesto use a singlechannelfor separateshortperiods
of time to sharethe capacityof the channelamongthem.

video information.
The ISDN Standard
The Integrated Services Digital Network standards, parts
of which have been recently finalized and parts of which
are still under discussion, will eliminate the need to convert digital information to analog form before it can move
over phone lines-a function that has been provided in the
past by modems.
The CCITT has defined two types of interfaces to an
ISDN network. One type, called the basic access interface,
consists of three channels: two ISDN B channels, used for
data, and one ISDN D channel, used for signaling. For this
reason the basic access interface is also called the 28 + D
standard.
The second type of access, called the primary rate interface, provides either 23 or 30 data channels, depending
upon where it is implemented, and one signaling (D) channel. It is this primary rate interface that provides the basis

llp,3flI)

Fig.2. DMI and HP 3000 components.(ATP:Advanced TerminalProcessor IMB:lnter
module Bus. S/B:System lnterfaceBoard.)
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for the DMI.
The ISDN primary rate interface is designed to take advantage of existing telephone data transmission rates.
These differ slightly in North America and |apan, on the
one hand, and in Europe, on the other. In North America
and fapan, the transmission rate of the standard carrier,
known as T1 carrier, is 1.544 Mbits/s; in Europe, this rate
is 2.048 Mbits/s, to correspond to the transmission rate of
the standard European carrier known as CEPT carrier.
This transmission rate difference is the reason that ISDN
can provide a different number of data channels in Europe
than it can in North America and fapan. In Europe, the
primary rate interface provides 30 data, or B channels, and
one signaling, or D channel. In North America and fapan
the primary rate interface provides 23 B channels and one
D channel.
The DMI Speclflcatlon
DMI addressesthe problem of increased costs of current
PBX-based switching systems by eliminating the need for
data modules and corresponding wiring between a PBX
and a host for each terminal attached to the PBX {seeFig.
1b). Instead, the same function will be served by three
twisted-pair telephone wires----onefor transmitting data,
one for receiving data, and one for diagnostic functions.
Hewlett-Packard estimates that its first DMI product will
enable customers to reduce the cost of adding terminals to
a system by about 25%.
As a result of adherence to the ISDN primary rate interface, DMI implementations will operate over existing line,
whether it is the 1.544 MbiUs T1 carrier currently used in
North America and fapan or the 2.048 MbiUs CEPT carrier
used in Europe. Hewlett-Packard's first implementation of
DMI, DMy3000,connectscomputerequipment to T1 carrier.
Major elements of DMI that reflect the emerging ISDN
standardsare its use of common-channelsignaling, in which
Bipolar
Signal

Dual-Rail
RX Data

one channel is used for all communications signals, and
clear (fully available to the user) 64-kbiUs transmission.
For DMI's 1.544-MbiVs (T1) implementation, signaling
inlormation from the 23 data channels USDN B channels)
is multiplexed into the 24th channel IISDN D channel) that
is used solely for signaling. Putting signaling bits on one
channel is an important improvement over the traditional
"robbed bit" technique (which originated with analogvoice
transmission)for including signalinginformation.3In robbed
bit signaling,bits usedfor signalingareperiodically written
over user inJormation being carried by the communications
channel. This method is fine for voice communication,
becausepeople conducting a voice call cannot detect that
the voice information is being cormpted by the signaling
bits. However, computers cannot tolerate the periodic corruption of data tJrat robbed bit sigrraling imposes; complicated schemes must be implemented to overcome the resulting data loss.
The DMI specification includes two types of signaling:
bit-oriented, which will allow early implementation and
is based on currently used tie-trunk signaling techniques,
and message-oriented,which is consistent with ISDN recommendations.
In bit-oriented signaling for DMI, the first two bits of
each byte received through the 24th channel indicate the
status (on hook or off hook) of one of the data channels.
This signaling method uses the same signals as does traditional robbed bit signaling, but places the signals on the
24th channel rather than over user information carried by
a data channel.
Message-oriented signaling, on the other hand, places
individual bytes, each conveying the status of a single data
channel, within an HDLC (highJevel data Iink control)
frame. Message-orientedsigrraling is part of the ISDN recommendation, and when implemented, will enable the signaling channel to carr5rmore information about each conRX Unipolar
Data

Bipolar
Signal

3.088 MHz

Flg, 3. DSt card sttuctute
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nection. While bit-oriented signals can only support pulse
dialing and indicate whether a channel is ready to receive
incoming data (off hook) or not (on hook), message-oriented
signals will also contain information about call setup, determination of call status, address redirection, and host
status. These added capabilities of message-oriented signaling are expected to improve network resource management,
security, and diagnostics.
DMI Modes
AT&T Information Systems' DMI specification includes
four different data channel protocols, called modes, which
support data transport at different standard rates. The
specification allows the choice of data mode to to be made
on a per-channel, pet-connection basis.
Mode 0 supports clear, 64-kbit/s, full-duplex synchronous transmission. Mode 1 supports 56-kbit/s, full-duplex,
synchronous transmission that is compatible with
dataphone digital service (DDS), the public data switching
facility currently used in North America.
Mode 2, which is supported by the first releaseof DMI/3000,
provides synchronous or asynchronous transmission of
full-duplex or half-duplex data using RS-232-C terminal
connections. Using Mode 2, data can be transmitted at a
variety of rates up to 19.2 kbits/s, a rate that ensures that
Mode 2 DMI implementations can be used with existing
data terminal interfaces. Mode 2 uses the HDLC protocol
to detect transmission errors at the data link level.
The Mode 3 protocol provides reliable (error-protected)
data transmission in either circuit-switched or virtual circuit-switched environments in which statistical multiplexing allows a single physical channel to carry more than
one virtual channel. To transmit data, Mode 3 uses the

LAP-D protocol, a protocol that incorporatesHDLC (used
for Mode 2) but adds other features.LAP-D provides error
correctionaswell asthe error detectionprovided by HDLC.
The use of LAP-D also promotes compatibility between
PBXs and packet switching networks.
DMI for the HP 3000
By obtaining a license to use the Digital Multiplexed
Interface specification, Hewlett-Packardhas been able to
design a product that implements DMI for HP 3000 computer systems.
This product, called DMV3000,consistsof two printed
circuit boards, or cards, that fit into the backplane of the
HP 3000, and accompanyingsoftware and firmware. The
cards contain componentsthat work with an existing HP
3000 board, the system interface board (SIB), to provide
communication between the HP 3000 and up to 23 terminals or personal computers. This number of connections
allows the first offering of DMI/3000 to work with North
American{apaneseT1 transmissionfacilities.
One card, named the DS1 card afterthe widely usedterm
for the kind of digital telephonesignal commonly used in
North America, provides the interfaceto the PBX and multiplexes and demultiplexes the 24 channels.
The second card, named the MUX card, processesthe
data sent through each of the 23 data channels,and then
sends it to the HP 3000 host through the SIB. The cards
are connectedby two 64-pin edge connectors.
The softwarecomponentsof DMI/3000consistof a driver
that controls communicationbetweenthe HP 3000 and the
two cards, and a signaling channel monitor that controls
and monitors the switched connections between the HP
3000 and the PBX. Firmware that is downloaded upon

Fig. 4. DS7 card,
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system startup controls signal processing and implements
the link-level protocol used on a particular data channel'
Fig. 2 on page 42 shows the relationship among various
DMI/3000 and HP 3000 comPonents.
The DSl Card
The DS1 card has three main functions. First, it multiplexes and demultiplexes the 24 data channels, using timedivision multiplexing. Second, it provides a physical-layer
interface between the T1 line and the DMI link. Finally,
the DS1 card processes the signaling (24th) channel at the
link level.
Fig. 3 shows the structure of the DS1 card' Physical details can be seen in the photograph of the card, Fig. 4.
The physical interface is provided mainly by three VLSI
chips provided by AT&T Information Systems: the receive
converter chip, the framer chip, and the transmit converter
chip.
The receive converter obtains bipolar data from the receive transformer, which receives a signal from the T1 line
linked to the PBX. The receive converter then extracts clock
information from the incoming data and converts it to dualrail data before sending it to the framer chip. In addition,
the receive converter includes an equalizer that provides
a fixed pulse amplitude to timing and data recovery circuits.
The framer chip decodes framing information from received data and inserts framing information into transmitted data. Framing is a method of dividing data into fixed
segments to permit error detection. DMI supports two framing formats. One, called D4, has been used for T1 transmission for many years and is a current standard' The other
format, called F. or extended framing, is a newer format

that the CCITT recommended in 1984' F. framing is expectedeventuallyto replaceD4 framing in North America.
The transmit converterchip takesdual-rail datafrom the
framer, convertsit to bipolar form, equalizesthe T1 output
signal,and sendsthe data to the transmit transformerchip,
which then passesit to the T1 line.
After incoming data is passedthrough the framer chip,
and before outgoing data is sent to the framer, the data
passesthrough a channel multiplexer/demultiplexer circuit. This circuit multiplexes transmissionsfrom the 23
data channelsinto one channel for transmissionacrossT1
lines, and demultiplexes received data into 23 individual
channels. In addition, the multiplexer/demultiplexer circuit uses a buffering scheme to slow the data burst rate
from 1.544Mbits/sto 386kbits/sto comply with a limitation
of the USART (universal synchronous/asynchronousreceiver/transmitter)chips used on the MUX card. Once incoming data is demultiplexed and its rate is slowed, it is
passedto the MUX card.
A final function of the DS1 card is to provide commonchannel signaling.To accomplishthis, the card usesa Zilog
ZBOH microprocessor as a signal processor.Additional
components needed for signaling are a Zilog serial communications controller (SCC 8530 in Fig' 3), two Zilog
counter/timerand parallel VO (CIO)chips, a serial-to-parallel converter, a parallel-to-serial converter, a 16K-byte
EPROM,and an BK-bytestatic RAM'
In accordancewith the DMI specification,DMI/3000 is
designedto accommodateboth bit-oriented and messageoriented signaling.The choice of signalingmethod is made
when code that specifieswhich method is to be used is
downloaded from the HP 3000 host to the DS1 card at
system startup. At present,bit-oriented signaling is avail-

Fig.5. MUX card.
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able;in the future, the host will be ableto requestmessageoriented signaling instead of the bit-oriented default.
The MUX Card
The MUX card is the other major hardware component
of DMI/3000. Shown in Fig. 5, the MUX card implements
OSI data-link-layerprotocols on the data passingthrough
each data channel. It performsterminal characterprocessing, such as specialcharacterrecognitionand handshaking.
It meters outbound data and adapts the baud rate to 64
kbits/s, and it furnishes an interface to the HP 9000 SIB
(systeminterfaceboard).
The OSI data-link-layerprotocol,terminal characterprocessing, rate adaptation, and SIB interfacing are all performed by a set of 12 dual port controllers on the MUX
card.Eachdual port controller (DPC)controlsthe dataflow
for two oI the 24 available channels. Fig. 6 shows the circuitry of eachDPC.The componentsinclude a ZBOHmicroprocessor,a serial communicationscontroller or SCC(this
is the USART), a countel/timer parallel I/O (CIO) chip, a
K-bytePROM,a 32K-bytdRAM,and aPAL (programmable
array logicJ.
The 32K-byteRAM included with each DPC performs a
significantfunction linked to the flexibility and upgradability of DMI/3000.When an HP 3000with DMI/3000installed
is powered up, the HP 3000 downloads code to eachDPC
RAM. This code implements the data channel protocol to
be usedon the channelsassociatedwith the particularDPC.
Code to perform this downloading as well as a self-test
residesin each DPC'sPROM.
The first releaseof DMI/3000implementsDMIDataMode
2. The Mode 2 protocol was chosenbecauseit is the most
suitable for supporting terminals that attach to a PBX via
data modules using an RS-232-Cinterface(the type of connector in use today).
The use of downloadedcodeto implement the datachannel protocol is a significant DMI/3000 design advantage.
Becausethe datamodeswill be implementedthrough code
distributed as part of HP 3000 operatingsystem software,
an upgrade from one mode to another-for example, from
Mode 2 to Mode 3-will be relatively simple. A monitor
program will enablethose installing the systemto choose
the desired protocol for each set of data channels.

Fig.7. MUX busada?terstructure.
The interfacebetweenthe HP 3000 SIB and the 12 DPCs
is controlled by a group of MUX card components known
collectively asthe MUX bus adapter.The MUX bus adapter
emulatesthe functions of two HP 3000 boards known as
asynchronousinterface boards. As Fig, 7 shows, the bus
interface circuit of the MUX bus adapter connects the HP
3000 ATP (Advanced Terminal Processor)system bus to
the internal bus of the MUX card, the B-bus. Arbitration
and control of the B-bus are achieved by a B-bus state
machine composedof three 256 x 8-bit bipolar PROMs,an
eight-bit counter, one PAL, and two eight-bit latches.
An additional PAL and three more latches are used to
createa bus statemachine,which controls the information
flow between the bus interface circuit and the ATP system
bus.
Control logic and multiplexer/demultiplexer logic im-

28OlPAL

scc/cto

F i g . 6 . Dual port controllet structure.
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Companies Supporting the DMI
Standard
Advanced ComputerCommunications
Advanced Micro Devices Inc.
Amdahl Corporation
AmericanTelephoneand TelegraphInc.
BBN CommunicationsCorooration
Bose Associates Inc.
BurroughsCorporation
CaliforniaMicrowaveInc.
CASECommunications
Corporation
Compaq Telecommmunications
Control Data Corporation
CXC Corporation
DallasSemiconductorCorporation
Data GeneralCorporation
DatapointCorporation
Davox Inc.
DigitalSound Corporation
DistributedSolutionsInc.
DMW Group Inc.
Edward K. Bower Inc.
Four C EnterprisesInc.
GandalfData Limited
Gold StarTele-ElectricCo. Ltd.
HarrisCorporation
Company Inc.
Hewlett-Packard
HitachiAmerica Ltd.
HoneywellInc.
ldacom ElectronicsInc.
InfotronSystemsInc.
InteComInc.
IntelCorporation
ITT Corporation
Jeumont-Schneider

plemented with a combination of PALs and demultiplexer
chips interfaces the bus state machines to the DPCs and
the buses.
Finally, direct commands to individual data channels
that originate from the DMI driver (see next section) are
issued through direct command control logic.
Software and,Firmware
A combination of software and firmware gives DMV3000
the flexibility needed to change as ISDN moves toward
complete definition and as current transmission methods
are gradually replaced by newer ones.
DMI/3000 conbol code is of two types: firmware already
burned into the DS1 card EPROM and MUX card PROM'
and software downloaded from the HP 3000. The MUX
PROM firmware downloads the data channel protocol for
each DPC, and the DS1 card EPROM firmware downloads
signaling software.In addition, both the PROM and EPROM
contain self-testsand the EPROMcontains a debugmonitor.
The signaling software downloaded to the DS1 card managescall setupand teardown.For the first releaseof DMI/3000'
the signaling software implements procedures that process
bit-oriented signals.For future implementations that are ex-

Jistel Inc.
LP Com Inc.
Micom Interlan
Mitek Corporation
Mitel Corporation
NCR Corooration
NEC America Inc.
NixdorfComouter
Nokia CoroorationElectronics
PrimeComputerInc.
Radio/SwitchInc.
Raytel Systems Corporation
RockwellInternationalCorporation
Scitec Corporation
SeimensCommunicationsSystemsInc.
SocieteAnonymede Telecommunications
SonecorSystemsInc.
SoronCompany
SpectrumDigitalCorporation
Speech SystemsInc.
SyntrexInc.
TadiranElectroniclndustries
Tandem ComputerInc.
Tekelec Inc.
Telettra SpA.
Thompson-CSFTelephone
TimeplexInc.
Tricom Konsortium
Inc.
Ungermann-Bass
Wang LaboratoriesInc.
WesternDigitalCorporation
Ztel lnc.

pectedto be availablewhen ISDN signalingrecommendations
are in place, the signaling softwarewill implement messageoriented procedures.In addition to making DMI/3000 easily
upgradable to newly implemented standards, another advantage to downloaded software is that other software
changescan also be readily made,
Two pieces of software continually residing on the
HP 3000 are necessaryfor DMV30O0to function: the ATP
driver that provides I/O between HP 3000 applications and
the DMI cards, and the signaling channel monitor. The
driver code resemblesHP 3000terminal drivers, but accommodates the downloading of code to the DMI cards. The
signaling channel monitor software controls and monitors
the switched connections between the PBX and the HP
3000.
Diagnostics
In addition to the self-tests provided by the DS1 and
MUX cards, more extensive DMV3000 testing can be accomplished by diagnostic software provided to HP field
representatives.
The interactive diagnostic tests the SIB, the DS1 and
MUX cards, and individual channels.In some cases,the
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diagnostic invokes the DS1 and MUX firmware self-tests.
In addition, the diagnostic software can abort DMV3000
jobs or I/O, reset individual ports and associatedHP 3000
operatingsystemtables,and display (or write to disc) failure information.
Part of the diagnosticsfor the DS1 card consistof 7 LEDs
that indicate which self-testis active when a self-testis
executingand at other times indicatevarious detectederror
conditions.
Future Directions
Expectedfuture upgradesto DMI/3000include the availability of message-oriented
common-channelsignalingand
the DMI Mode 3 protocol. The increasedfunctions of message-orientedsignaling over bit-oriented methods should
improve overall network operation.In a relatedarena,Hewlett-Packardis developing network managementcapabilities that will be controlled via message-oriented
signaling
HDLC frames.
Benefitsassociatedwith the use of Mode 3 will be greater
transmissionspeed-64 kbits/s rather than Mode 2's 19.2
kbits/s-and the ability to use a packet switch on either
the terminal side of the PBX or within the PBX itself to
concentratetraffic from multiple terminals to a single ISDN
B channel. In addition, the use of the LAP-D protocol will
enable DMI systems to receive data from X.25 packet
switched networks.
New VLSI circuit designs,somealreadyannounced,will
enablereplacementof some of the off-the-shelfintegrated
circuits used in the current version of DMI/3000with fewer
circuits that implement specific DMI functions. For example, it is expected that the DPC USARTs and the multiplexer/demultiplexer circuit will be replaced by a single
VLSI circuit. This will substantially decreasethe board
spaceneededfor DMI implementation.
It is also expectedthat replacementswill soon be forthcoming for the data modules that must currently be used
to connectterminals to PBXs.Someintegratedcircuit manufacturershave already announcedintegratedcircuits that
will support the ISDN basic accessinterface.This could
lead the way for the introduction of inexpensiveterminalto-PBX interfacesto substitutefor the datamodules.which
are still relatively expensivetoday.

Cooperation among DMI Developers
To ensurethat DMI product development,DMI specification additions, and ISDN recommendationsall evolve consistently, AT&T Information Systems has formed a DMI
users'groupcomposedof companiesinterestedin developing DMl-based products. Involvement in this group has
enabledHP to designDMI/3000for maximum compatibility
with other vendors' planned products. For example, HP
has been able to design DMI/3000 to work with AT&T Information SystemsSystem75 and System85 PBXs.Users'
group membershave also agreedon concurrentscheduling
for interfaceupgradesand cross-vendorcertificationmechanisms.The continued existenceof this group and its spirit
of cooperationwill ensurethat the HP's DMI products, as
well asthoseof other manufacturers,will remain consistent
with current standards.
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